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“There are two ways to apply conservation to the land.
One is to superimpose a particular practice upon the pre-existing system of landuse, without regard to how it fits or what it does to or for other interests involved.
The other is to reorganize, gear up the farming, forestry, game cropping, erosion
control, scenery, or whatever values may be involved so that they collectively
comprise a harmonious balanced system of land-use. The crux of the problem is to
show that integrated use is possible on private farms, that such integration is
mutually advantageous to both the owner and the public”. -Aldo Leopold, 1935

“Nature holds the key to our aesthetic, intellectual, cognitive, and even spiritual
satisfaction” -Edward O. Wilson

Figure 1. King Protea of the Cape Floral Kingdom
(Source: capenature.co.za, 2013)
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Abstract
Private land conservation (PLC) is an increasingly popular approach to protect
biodiversity out of the reach of governments. Private lands often hold more biodiversity
than formally protected areas. In the Western Cape Province of South Africa, one of the
global centres of biodiversity, PLC is a focal conservation strategy for the provincial
government conservation agency, CapeNature. Despite PLC’s growing importance in the
area, little is known about: 1. the motivations of the landowners that participate in the
CapeNature programme, 2. if they are satisfied with their decision to participate, and 3.
the programme’s effectiveness in protecting biodiversity. This research focuses on the
first two questions, measuring each through a modified psychometric instrument based
on assessing volunteer motivations. This instrument measured the observable and
latent motivations and resulting satisfaction with PLC of 35 Western Cape Landowners.
The highest ranking motivations include Environmental Values and Place Attachment
but the instrument also highlights the less salient motivations relating to partnership
and collaboration. Overall, satisfaction is high amongst the landowners participating in
the CapeNature but the study suggests that commitment and possibly compliance is not
linked to general satisfaction. This research feeds into an evaluation of CapeNature’s PLC
programme and demonstrates the importance of incorporating psychology into
conservation interventions.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
1.11 South Africa and its Global Biodiversity Responsibilities
South Africa holds three of the world’s 34 biodiversity hot spots (Mittermeier et al., 1998;
Myers et al., 2000), home to 6% of the world’s plant and mammal species, 8% of bird
species, and 5% of reptile species (Driver et al., 2012) but its biodiversity is threatened and
continues to decline (Frazee et al., 2003). Habitat loss and degradation by agriculture, periurban development, and invasive species are the greatest drivers of declines, threatening
40% of South Africa’s terrestrial biodiversity (Driver et al., 2012). The South African
National Government’s Ministry of Environment is mandated to protect South Africa’s
unique biomes and biodiversity through the National Environmental Management:
Biodiversity Act (NEMBA) (Act No. 10 of 2004), the Protected Areas Act (NEMPAA) (Act No.
57 of 2003), the Marine Living Resources Act (MLRA) (Act No. 18 of 1998), and the
Conservation of Agricultural Resources Act (CARA) (Act No. 43 of 1983). These acts
facilitate protection of terrestrial and marine biodiversity, conservation interventions, and
align South Africa’s policies with binding international treaties such as the Convention of
Biological Diversity (CBD).
As a signatory to the CBD, South Africa is obligated to meet targets protecting
representative biodiversity. The establishment of a National Protected Area Expansion
Strategy (NPAES) mainstreams biodiversity protection into the protected areas network
(Driver et al., 2012). As of 2011, 6.5% of South Africa was protected by land-based
protected areas. To prioritize important biodiversity areas and direct implementation
activities, Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBAs), have been identified through a systematic
conservation plan. CBAs direct investment and highlight areas of irreplaceability and
inform reactive land-use decision making.
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Figure 2. Threatened ecosystems of South Africa (Driver et al., 2012)
1.12 Biodiversity Stewardship Programmes
South Africa’s expansion of its protected area network includes the purchase of land for
addition to the formal protected area network and utilizes private land conservation (PLC)
to enhance biodiversity protection (SANBI and DEAT, 2008). This reflects a global trend to
meet biodiversity targets and to complement biodiversity protection efforts off of
protected areas on private lands (Gallo et al., 2009). PLC programmes offer financial
incentives and land management assistance to landowners offsetting the opportunity costs
of forgoing development on their property (Hanley et al., 2012) . In South Africa, six of nine
provincial agencies implement PLC under a scheme called the Biodiversity Stewardship
Programme (Driver et al., 2012) .
The Biodiversity Stewardship Programme, which was launched in 2003, rewards
conservation management activities on private land. In return, landowners receive support
from government agencies including advice, funding for invasive plant species, and fire
management assistance. The programme also supports on-reserve income generation
2

activities (e.g. ecotourism and eco-labeling of agricultural produce) and provides tax and
municipal rates benefits depending on the protection level. A recent 2011 National
Biodiversity Assessment (NBA) by the South African National Biodiversity Institute
considers the Stewardship Programme effective in protecting biodiversity on private land.
It is expected that the expanded stewardship property network will contribute 16% of the
2013 national protection area expansion target, at one tenth the cost of outright land
acquisition (Driver et al., 2012).
In recognition of a heterogeneous population of private landowners and community values
across a landscape, the Biodiversity Stewardship Programme presents four types of
agreements for land managers / owners: Contract Nature Reserves, Protected
Environments, Biodiversity Agreements, and Voluntary Conservation Agreements. An
increasing commitment to the protection of property is rewarded with increasing support
from South African Government conservation agencies (Figure 3).

Increasing support from
National Government (financial and expertise benefits)
Voluntary
Conservation
Area

Biodiversity
Agreement

Protected
Environments

Contract
Nature
Reserve

Increasing landowner commitment +
prioritised biodiversity

Figure 3. Structure of National Stewardship Programme adapted from (Driver et
al., 2012; Turner et al., 2012)

1.13 The Western Cape and CapeNature
The Western Cape Province of South Africa is one of the highest bio-diverse regions in the
world (Cowling et al., 2009, 1996). Three unique biodiversity hotspots exist within the
municipal boundaries of the Western Cape: the Succulent Karroo Biome, the Cape Floristic
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Region, and the Thicket Biome (Mittermeier et al., 2004). The Cape Floralistic Region lies
almost entirely within the Western Cape. The Region is a diversity center for plants of
which 70% are endemic (Cowling et al., 2003; Goldblatt and Manning, 2002) and like other
agricultural regions of the world, this biodiversity is underrepresented in formal protected
areas (Rouget et al., 2003).
CapeNature is the provincial government agency mandated with protecting biodiversity
within the Western Cape Region. It was established in 1998, through the Western Cape
Nature Conservation Board Act (Act of 1998). CapeNature’s mission and goals are broad
(Box 1) and it employs a number of programmes to protect the province’s environment
such as fire management, wildlife management, sustainable economic development,
environmental crimes, ecotourism development, and private and public biodiversity
stewardship. Western Cape’s traditional protection areas are supported by NEMPAA, and
the Western Cape Nature Conservation Board Act (Act No. 15 of 1998) (Turner, 2012).
Box 1. Corporate Mission, Vision and Five Year Strategic Goals of CapeNature
(Turner et al., 2012)

Mission Statement: A quality driven public entity conserving the unique natural
heritage resources of the Western Cape for all.
Vision: The establishment of biodiversity conservation as the foundation of a
sustainable economy in the Western Cape thereby creating benefits and
opportunities for all.
Five Year Strategic Goals:
1. Securing priority biodiversity and ecosystem services through integrated
biodiversity planning and management, enabling appropriate climate change
response.
2. Contributing to the reconstruction and development of social capital.
3. Sustaining and growing the conservation economy.
4. Ensuring an efficient and effective institution through cutting edge
leadership.
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CapeNature’s Protected Areas Expansion and Implementation Strategy of 2010 highlights a
subset of the province’s CBAs and aligns any investment with long term protection of CBAs.
During the Stewardship Programme’s infancy and expansion, CBAs were not yet
delineated. As of 2012 only 34% of lands enrolled in the CNBSP are CBA’s (Table 1).
Impressively, 50% of the Voluntary Conservation Area’s and nearly as many Biodiversity
Agreements secure CBAs. This presents a potential problem, as the lands enrolled in these
programmes tend to be purely voluntary agreements or short-term contracts, leaving the
biodiversity on this land possibly threatened in the future (Von Hase et al., 2010). CNRs
contribute greatly to CapeNature’s formal protected area province target of 13 % by 2028.
Currently 35,222 ha of 97,315 ha added since 2007 are CNR lands. An additional 79,100 ha
will added in the next five years, guided by the CBA prioritization targets (Turner, 2012).
Table 1. Hectares of CBA in Western Cape adapted from (Turner et al., 2012)
Agreement
Number
Number Hectares Hectares Hectares
% of
Type
in 2007
in 2012
2007
2012
of CBA
which is
2012
CBA
Contract
14
46
17602
52824
12348
23.38%
Nature Reserve
Biodiversity
5
30
960
14959
7083
47.35%
Agreement
Voluntary
29
29
19097
22348
11185
50.05%
Conservation
Area
Total
48
105
37764
90131
30616
34%
1.14 Programme Satisfaction
Despite the finding that the costs of the CNBSP are lower than expected (Von Hase et al.,
2010), CapeNature does not have the financial resources to implement its expansion plan
in its entirety. There are anecdotal reports of dissatisfaction from Cape Nature staff and
stewardship participants (Coetzee, 2013 pers. comm., 1 Apr). Dissatisfaction perhaps stems
from implementation delays during the process of formally enrolling their lands or with the
amount of communication and support they receive from CapeNature. As a result a small
number of participants without contractual obligations removed their properties from the
5

programme (Coetzee 2013, pers. comm., 1 April). If this trend continues, Cape Nature will
spend limited financial resources and time to replace departing participants with new
landowners, creating a declining return on investment and representation of biodiversity
within the private protected network. Maintenance costs associated with replacing
landowners are high due to a prolonged legal process and people leaving the programme
represent a “wasted” investment.
1.2 Aim
This participant satisfaction evaluation will benefit CNBSP to understand the motivations
of stewardship participants and satisfaction derived from involvement in the programme.
The project provides a “real world” case study to assess landowner motivations to enter
PLC and the first to do so using an adapted psychometric instrument based on the Clary et
al.’s (1998) Volunteer Function Inventory. If proven robust, a Stewardship Functions
Inventory can provide a tool to CapeNature Extension Officers to identify the motives of
future participants and evaluate the satisfaction of participant landowners. Understanding
what keeps people in a programme can improve cost-efficiency and effectiveness. This is
applicable and beneficial to Cape Nature and to the larger conservation community when
selecting participants for stewardship programs and designing appropriate policy for PLC.
CapeNature may use the results of this evaluation to understand which CNBSP landowners
are likely to leave. CapeNature will then have advanced notice and may repair this
relationship with the landowner or how the departure will impact the national and
regional biodiversity targets. CapeNature awaits the findings of this research which will
directly inform programme improvements. This work complements an ongoing assessment
of CapeNature’s internal institutional challenges by Jan Coetzee.
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1.3 Objectives and Hypotheses
The goals of this research are to:
Contribute to improving the overall effectiveness of the CapeNature Stewardship
Programme
And
Provide a scientifically robust method for guiding the development of policy for the
South African private land conservation programme
Objectives:
1. Understand CNBSP participant motivations and satisfaction
2. Develop a method for quantifying the motivations and satisfactions of landowners,
under the assumption that landowners satisfied are more likely to uphold the
conditions of their agreements with the Cape Nature Stewardship programme
3. Identify participants likely to withdraw from the Stewardship Programme
Hypotheses:
1. Participants who are satisfied will have motivations met by the programme
2. PLC participants are motivated by some of the same functions as volunteers and a
modified Volunteer Functions Inventory will identify these motivations
3. Participants who report high satisfaction with the Stewardship Programme will be least
likely to leave the Programme or to consider selling their land

7

2

Background

2.1 Private land conservation
Protecting private land biodiversity is critical to preserving the integrity of ecosystems
(Knight, 1999). In recent decades efforts to preserve biodiversity on private lands have
intensified resulting in government policies that support the integration of private land
into conservation strategies. Private lands in general hold more biodiversity than formally
protected areas (IUCN Categories I-IV) and are integral to meeting global and local
conservation priorities (Merenlender et al., 2004). Due to the impossibilities of
governments and NGO’s purchasing all land valued for its biodiversity, private land will
inevitably play a larger role in future conservation efforts (Dudley, 2008).
Private land conservation (PLC) is growing in popularity in developed and developing
countries as a result of increasing land prices, management costs, bureaucracy associated
with government agencies, and the preference to work with local authorities rather than a
centralized regulatory body (Fishburn et al., 2009; Merenlender et al., 2004). Often
referred to as stewardships, conservation easements, or covenants, PLC programmes focus
on protecting natural and open agricultural landscapes, biodiversity, soil and water
associated with farm and grazing lands, and watersheds. Voluntary agreements incentivise
landowners to participate and manage selected land for biodiversity through tax credits,
management assistance, and other rewards. Both public and private institutions fund PLC
programmes with tax exclusionary incentives financed by national governments (Rissman
et al., 2007). PLC helps landowners meet personal goals (e.g. maintaining or expanding
farm operations by utilising programme payments or tax deductions, contributing to open
space and the conservation of habitat, or preserve farmland for their children) and benefits
local communities by offering landscape amenities that would otherwise be developed.
Policies incentivising landowners to protect biodiversity through an agreement or contract
is not without criticisms. Arguments are made that PLC exemplifies a neoliberal ideology
and is a further slide into the commoditization of the environment (Raymond and Fairfax,
8

2002). With few evaluations available to the public the effectiveness of PLC is questioned,
and efforts are needed to establish the societal costs and benefits in conjunction with
stricter monitoring of landowner compliance (Merenlender et al., 2004). Advocates believe
that PLC provides a “win-win” solution protecting both social and ecological values (Sorice
et al., 2013). PLC is considered a benefit to society and landowners by confining
development, creating stewardship values, and strengthening relationships between
individuals, communities, and governments.
2.12 Determinants and motivations to participate in private land conservation
When protecting private lands social characteristics are an important consideration equal
to that of the ecological value of priority areas (Connell et al., 1992). A considerable amount
of literature is devoted to the determinants, motivations, and characteristics of land owners
and their “Willingness to Participate” in PLC. These studies show that to run an effective
programme it is important to understand the motivations for landowners to participate in
PLC and if necessary create a broad spectrum of contract levels and attributes to suit
diverse land holders (Armsworth et al., 2012; Kabii and Horwitz, 2006; Merenlender et al.,
2004). Motivations to participate in PLC is contextual and varies across a landscape,
between areas, and peoples, and participation is often a result of multiple motivations
(Farmer et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2010; Moon et al., 2012; Sorice, 2012). Failure to consider
these heterogeneous motivations may result in less effective programmes in regards to
both social and biodiversity goals (Armsworth et al., 2012; Farmer et al., 2011). Previous
studies of land stewardship include information gathered from land trust staff, surveys of
land trust administrators, surveys of participants and non-participants, and interviews and
surveys of participants during the process to establish private conservation easements.
Similar determinants and attitudes are common throughout literature but are often context
specific, dependent on the country and region, and the characteristics of the programme
(Ernst and Wallace, 2008).
Landowner motivations to enroll in a PLC programme tend to be strongly associated with
demographics such as age, education, gender, and economic status (Brenner et al., 2013;
Kabii and Horwitz, 2006). In a Western US programme participants are generally older
9

than 60 years of age, hold a degree, and are in retirement (Ernst and Wallace, 2008). Others
have found the opposite and that older residents of working landscapes maybe more
resistant to innovative ideas and younger landowners have greater uptake of new land
conservation concepts including PLC (Curtis and Byron, 2002; Ernst and Wallace, 2008).
Economic dependence on land can limit participation. Production landowners who do join
are more reliant on the financial incentives to forgo economic activities (Ernst and Wallace,
2008), prefer continued education, and desire more extension officer support resulting in
higher costs to the programme (Moon et al., 2012).
A survey of peri-urban landowners in the US State of Massachusetts found that land use
activities are among the most powerful predictors of landowner’s willingness to participate
(Brenner et al., 2013). Owners who reside on land yet do not engage with it may be less
likely to participate in conservation scheme than residents of working landscapes or
recreational users. In Australia, Moon et al. (2012) found non-production landowners or
lifestyle farmers are more willing to participate in voluntary programmes and sign
agreements in perpetuity but generally these landowners have smaller lands. In contrast,
Miller et al. (2010) found that in the Western United States landowners of larger parcels,
crop production operations, and greater distance from municipalities, exhibited higher
motivation to enroll lands into PLC.
The lost ability to make decisions on property and the permanence of in perpetuity
contracts is a major dissuasion to landowners interested in PLC (Miller et al., 2010;
Pasquini et al., 2009; Sorice et al., 2013). This resistance to long-term agreements is often
out of concern of uncertain future economic situations and consideration for owners
children’s development rights. Conversely, disagreements between heirs or a lack of heirs
to leave land to may contribute to motivations to enter into a conservation easement (Kabii
and Horwitz, 2006). Non-participants tend to have stronger views on personal property
rights and to hold less trust in government (Kabii and Horwitz, 2006; Moon et al., 2012).
Participants of PLC are concerned with environmental damage, landscape changes, and
their environmental legacy (Kabii and Horwitz, 2006; Moon and Cocklin, 2011; Ryan et al.,
10

2010). Studies report that positive environmental attitudes along with place attachment
are the strongest drivers for landowners. Place identity or place attachment is related to an
emotional attachment to a property or landscape (White et al., 2008). Place attachment
may also be associated with a dependence function as a result of an economic dependence
on land. A positive correlation exists between place identity and the uptake of conservation
easements (Cross et al., 2011; Lokocz et al., 2011).
Financial incentives are often the least cited reasons landowners give to explain their
involvement in private land conservation (Kabii and Horwitz, 2006) but incentives such as
tax reductions or one off payments are enabling factors that may encourage a land owner
to participate (Moon et al., 2012). These payments help landowners pay off mortgages,
subsidise lost income, and at times purchase other properties (Rissman and Sayre, 2012).
Farmers in the Netherlands prefer attributes that contribute to both public and private
welfare (Broch et al., 2013). Western US land owners view the protection of their property
under a PLC mechanism as providing important cultural and environmental benefits to
local communities but negatively viewed recreational possibilities for urban users on their
property. Interestingly, landowners felt that their land was for everyone to enjoy but from
a distance. (Ernst and Wallace, 2008)
Attitudes towards PLC are often based on subjective norms and if PLC awareness is
generated by word of mouth or from colleagues, a landowner may be more inclined to
consider the programme (Lynch and Lovell, 2003). This is in line with findings that
Australian landowner social networks contribute to uptake of conservation innovations
such as PLC (Pannell et al., 2006). When considering a stewardship agreement, a
landowner will be more willing to participate if the land trust or government agency’s goals
are aligned with their own. This may also result in less conflict between the landowner and
the easement holder (Kabii and Horwitz, 2006). Rissman and Sayre (2012) write that
where landowners are not motivated to enter into programmes due to goal conflicts, to
increase participation, incentives will be costlier and monitoring a higher priority.
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The grant holder and structure of a PLC is significant for landowners considering enrolling
land into a programme (Lokocz et al., 2011; Sorice et al., 2013). Landowners tend to be
more willing to work with local governments and NGOs (Knight et al. 2010). Diverse
attributes will increase the likelihood of participation and inefficient programmes create
disincentives to join (Cross et al., 2011; Pasquini et al., 2009). Sorice et al. (2012) state
“there is an inherent tradeoff between maximizing participation and maximizing
conservation benefits”. The challenge all PLC programmes face is engaging landowners’
motivations, creating the right mix of incentives to enhance participation, addressing
landowner concerns, ensure their satisfaction and meeting the programmes objectives
within time and budget constraints. In summary factors that impact landowners’
Willingness-to-Participate include demographics, economic dependence, subjective norms,
social capital, trust in government, land goals, conservation ethic, place attachment, and
perceptions and structure of programme.

2.2 Conservation Psychology
Conservation efforts and environmental degradation are human driven impacts on the
natural world. As a result, it has long been recognized that it is not enough to rely purely on
the natural sciences but also to incorporate the social sciences into the field of conservation
(Leopold 1935; Mascia et al., 2003) The discipline of psychology can help us better
understand human behaviour and thought towards the natural world (Saunders et al.,
2006). Conservation psychology attempts to explain how people feel towards biodiversity
in general and in a more applied sense, generate the change needed to accomplish goals of
conservation interventions. Saunders (2003) defines it as: “Conservation psychology is the
study of reciprocal relationships between humans and the rest of nature, with a particular
focus on how to encourage conservation of the natural world.” Proposed as a field of study
in 2001, conservation psychology is increasingly incorporated into conservation
interventions (Clayton and Myers, 2009)
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2.21 Theory of Planned Behaviour
The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991) was developed from Ajzen’s earlier
work with Fishbein, the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA). TPB is commonly used in
environmental and conservation psychology to better understand human attitudes and
how these attitudes relate to and influence behaviour (Clayton and Myers, 2009). Applying
the TPB can explain why conservation oriented attitudes do or do not result in
environmentally friendly behaviour (Hauser et al., 2012). The basic underpinnings of TPB
(Figure 4) is that a behaviour at a basic level is influenced by personal (Behavioural), social
(Normative), and self-efficacy (Control) beliefs. These beliefs affect the personal attitudes
towards the behaviour, the perception of how the behaviour will be perceived by peers and
family (Subjective Norm), and outside controls of actions (Perceived Behavioural Control).
The result is a created intention or motivation that may result in a behaviour. Actual
control of behaviour may influence whether the intention does produce a behaviour
outside of an individual’s ability (Ajzen, 1991).
Hauser et al. (2012) used TPB to understand voluntary service to a watershed partnership
and found that social requests and expectations of involvement, both could be considered
subjective norms, increase continued participation. Sorice (2012) followed TRA to examine
Southern US landowner attitudes towards PLC programmes. The most important concern
expressed by landowners in the study was a loss of control to make land use decisions and
permit unknown users access to their property (Sorice, 2012).
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Figure 4. Adapted from (Ajzen 1991)
2.22 Functionalist Psychological Theory
Attitude functionalism, theorized by Smith et al. (1956) and Katz (1960), claims that
attitudes are founded on varied psychological functions that serve an individual’s needs. As
this theory describes, people may hold an attitude for varied reasons or purposes or
different people may share the same attitude which serve dissimilar or varied functions.
Katz (1960) proposes that to change an attitude you need to “address the functions served
by those attitudes.” This theory has been broadened to motivations by (Clary and Snyder,
1991) and Clary et al. (1998). The attitudinal functions of Values, Understanding, Social,
Career, Protective, and Enhancement (Clary and Snyder, 1999; Clary et al., 1998; Katz,
1960) are germane to complex processes underlying the motivations of individuals. These
six functions of motivation are “personal and social processes…which initiate, direct, and
sustain action”(Katz, 1960). Serving these functions produces satisfaction and as a result a
latent interest to continue the activity that the satisfaction is derived from. This is useful
for activities that require sustained commitment. Clary and Snyder applied this theory and
its functions to the phenomenon of volunteerism.
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2.23 The Volunteer Functions Inventory
The functionalist approach to motivations has been widely applied to the studies of
volunteer (Finkelstein 2007). Using psychological functions to describe the motivations for
volunteering were introduced by Clary et al. (1998). Clary et al. 1998 hypothesize that “acts
of volunteering may hold markedly different underlying motivational processes”. The
Volunteer Functions Inventory (VFI) (Table 2), a series of Likert statements divided into six
subscales, to assist research and organisations identify the motivations of volunteers is
now widely applied to many volunteer sectors. It is considered a robust and easily used
tool to measure volunteer motivations and satisfaction. Increasingly, studies look to
understand commitment sustained through satisfaction of motivations (Asah and Blahna,
2013)
Table 2. Volunteer Functions Inventory
(Clary et al., 1998)
Volunteer Functions Categories
Values Function
Understanding Function
Ego Enhancement Function
Social Function
Ego Protection Function
Career Function
2.3 Environmental Volunteering

Volunteerism is the act of providing labor freely to a task (Cuskelly and Boag, 2001). This
free assistance occurs across the world in many countries and cultures. Conservation
organizations, along with other not-for-profit organizations generally work with
constrained budgets and therefore often rely on volunteers for executing substantial
amounts of work. Conservation volunteers may assist an organisation on many levels with
administrative help, field work, restoration projects, or advocacy (Silvertown, 2009).
Volunteers can effectively complete tasks that would otherwise be completed by paid staff
or due to time constraints not accomplished at all. Citizen science programmes are growing
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in prominence globally and are significantly impacting conservation research and
environmental monitoring (Bruyere and Rappe, 2007). These programmes for data
collection, also generate invested interests in the stewardship of a site or of an issue (Asah
and Blahna, 2012). It has been found that volunteers are more inclined to be dedicated to
an issue or task than a paid individual(Ross, 2005).
By engaging volunteers in conservation through sustained work, overtime a volunteer’s
conservation ethic may develop, deepening commitment towards conservation (Ryan et al.,
2001). All voluntary programmes, including those of conservation organisations, are most
effective when volunteers develop commitment to the issue or programme (Asah and
Blahna, 2013). This commitment is derived from a variety of aspects but failure to
understand why volunteers participate can result in less active volunteers (Asah and
Blahna, 2012).

2.31 Conservation Volunteer Functions
Behavioural psychologists are interested in why people volunteer and what sustains a
volunteer’s commitment to an organization or movement. Environmental volunteers will
often cite that protecting the environment or altruistic value of the environment as their
primary motivations to volunteer (Ryan et al., 2001). In contrast, motivation functions
identified by previous studies include the disparate constructs of socializing, career,
recreation and recognition (Table 3). Research shows that environmental values do not
translate into continued involvement in volunteering for a particular organisation. Social
benefits are more likely to be found to be the motivating factors for frequency in
volunteering (Asah and Blahna, 2012; Bramston et al., 2011; Bruyere and Rappe, 2007).
Ryan et al. (2001) found that the efficiency of an environmental volunteer programme is
itself the greatest influence in what motivates a participant to return and offer continued
support. Values and attitudes do not always predict behaviour, therefore understanding
the motivations of volunteers may be the best way to understand what drives sustained
volunteer actions (Asah and Blahna, 2013).
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To understand what motivates environmental volunteers other studies consulted for this
research develop a function inventory based on primary instrumentation and then use on a
larger scale to assess motivations of environmental volunteers (Asah and Blahna, 2012).
These studies often combine or rename the VFI functions or create new functions identified
through interviews and focus groups of environmental volunteers. It is important for a
programme manager to understand what motivates volunteers to commit time, money, and
property to conservation (Asah and Blahna, 2013, 2012; Ryan et al., 2001). Awareness of
motivations will help an organisation fulfill motivations and sustain the drive of their
volunteers.
PLC programmes may not be considered a typical a volunteer activity but participating in
PLC is in itself a voluntary act and creates benefits for society (Curtis and Van Nouhuys,
1999; Sorice, 2012). PLC blends the features of volunteerism and fiscal benefits.
Programmes like the CNBSP facilitate access to financial incentives and land management
assistance. Yet, as (Radin, 1982)describes, relationships with land can be both personal and
fungible and lands especially in a rural context hold value greater than total economic
value. Property is itself an extension oneself and can result in an inherent relationship
between an individual and their land or a subjective attachment (Nadler and Diamond,
2008). Theories and measures developed for volunteerism apply to PLC as well (Curtis and
Van Nouhuys, 1999).
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Table 3. Consulted studies determining the motivations of volunteers adapted from (Wright 2011)
Study
Clary et al.,
1998
Dunlop, 2004

Index Name or study
subject
Volunteer Function Index
(VFI)
Volunteer Motivation
Index (VMI)

Motivations of Environmental Volunteers
Understanding

Values

Social

Enhancement

Protective

Career

Understanding

Values

Social

Self Esteem

Protective

Career
Development

Volunteer Motivation
Index (VMI)
Urban Stewardship

Reciprocity

Reactivity

Recognition

Career &
learning

Environment

Social
interactions

Social
interaction
Community

Ego defense
and
enhancement

Escape and
exercise

Bramston et
al., 2011

Australian Environmental
Stewardship

Learning

Helping the
Environment

Social
Belonging

Bruyere and
Rappe, 2007

Environmental Volunteers

Learning

Helping the
environment

Social

Values and
esteem

Get outside

Measham and
Barnett, 2007

Environmental Volunteers

Helping a
cause

Social
interactions

Miles et al.,
1998
Ryan et al.,
2001
Weston et al.,
2003

Ecological Restoration
Volunteers
Environmental
Stewardship
Bird Conservation

Learning about
the
Environment
Personal
growth
Learning

Meaningful
action
Helping the
Environment

Participation

Asah and
Blahna, 2012

Self-education

Conservation
in general
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Social Factors

Project
organization/
career
Improving
skills
Physical
Activity
Project
Organization
Personal
experience

Desire to care
for the
environment
Chance to be
away
Reflection
Helping birds
and their
habitat

Fascination
with Nature
Fascination
with nature
Research
(birds/science)

2.4 Evaluating the Effectiveness of Private Land Conservation Programmes

Over the past two decades monitoring and evaluation (M & E) has become a focus in the
conservation field and in general shifted from inputs and outputs to outcomes and impact
(Ferraro and Pattanayak, 2006). Demonstrated effectiveness of interventions is required of
both donors and the conservation community as resources are limited and prioritization is
directing implementation (Ferraro and Pattanayak, 2006; Kapos et al., 2009; Margoluis et
al., 2009). The objective of conservation monitoring and evaluation is to assess initiative
and programme effectiveness and efficiency (Salafsky and Margoluis, 2003) and provide
conservation practitioners with evidence on which to base their conservation efforts
(Sutherland et al., 2004). Monitoring reviews the quality and progression of a programme
systematically over its life span while evaluation measures outcomes against a set of
criteria. Both can be quantitative and qualitative, with the former consisting of
experimental, quasi-experimental, and non-experimental designs (Margoluis et al., 2009).
Conservation programme evaluation is necessary throughout a process and should not
center solely on outcomes as M & E can signal the need for adaptation if problems arise
(Stem et al., 2005).
Greater emphasis is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of PLC programmes in both
ecological terms and social terms (Merenlender et al., 2004; Rissman and Sayre, 2012).
Rissman and Sayre (2012) call for an evaluation of landowner outcomes and impacts on
biodiversity. Motivations to participate in a PLC initiative should be understood before a
landowner enters. These motivations and satisfaction should be monitored during the
tenure of the PLC contract in conjunction with compliance monitoring, so as to identify
factors that contribute to people’s likelihood of upholding the terms of their agreement.
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3

Methods

3.1 Study Location
CapeNature is responsible for the provincial government conservation programmes in the
Western Cape. The Western Cape Province is located in south-western South Africa
reaching from the Southern West Coast Eastward in the Central Karoo in the North and
Plettenberg Bay in the South. Land-use throughout the province includes mineral
extraction, forestry, agricultural, and livestock production (Provincial Treasury, 2012). The
total population of the Western Cape, 5.8 million, is made up 33.4% Black, 49.6% Coloured,
1.1% Asian, and 16.0% White South Africans. Of the total population, 63.8% live in the City
of Cape Town, South Africa’s second largest city. The average annual household income for
South Africans in the Western Cape is R95,183 ($9,276). The CNBSP is mainly made up of
white South Africans landowners who earn an average annual household income of
R387,011($37,717) (Stats SA, 2012). In the 2009 National Census poverty levels for the
area were 36.9%, a high number increased at the time by the global recession (Stats SA,
2012).

3.2 Selecting Participants
The landowners selected for the survey own properties currently enrolled in, or are in the
process of negotiating enrollment in, the CNBSP. All landowners voluntary enroll their
lands into one of three programmes, a nonbinding Voluntary Conservation Area, limited
development Biodiversity Agreement, and the long term, no development Contract Nature
Reserve. CNBSP landowners are serviced by different extension officers depending on their
location.

3.3 Development of a Private Landowner Functions Index
3.31 Measuring Motivations
A refined version of the VFI was developed based on peer-reviewed and unpublished
literature and with the assistance of stewardship experts with understanding of the
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programme and the participants (Jan Coetzee, a private conservation land professional,
formerly with CapeNature). This approach incorporates the tested, preexisting
psychometric instrument (secondary instrumentation) developed by Clary et al. (2008)
with information gathered from focus groups of key stakeholders previously held by
CapeNature (primary instrumentation) and prior knowledge of the Stewardship
Programme.
The six VFI functions comprising 30 individual items (i.e., Likert statements) were modified
to make them appropriate to the context of land stewardship but attempt to keep the
original intent of each statement. The two scales of the modified VFI and the Stewardship
Functions Inventory (SFI) consist of a total 12 subscales (Table 4) and a total of 57 Likert
statements (Appendix III). A series of open-ended questions pertaining to goals for land
and motivations to enroll in the CNBSP complimented the two motivation indices. The
validity of functional inventory is not diminished by tailoring the instrument based on
knowledge of the program and the participants (M Snyder, 2013 pers. comm., 5 Jun.). The
functionalist approach applies to functions other than basic psychological functions
identified by Clary et al. (1998) and certain functions are quite specific to particular
contexts (M Snyder, 2013 pers. comm., 5 Jun.).
The six motivation factors identified by Clary et al (1998) that comprise the VFI were
included in the questionnaire. Minor modifications were made to individual items. The
Values function was oriented towards Environmental Values as the CNSBP is a
conservation programme. The Career function was not appropriate for the landowner
context, as it was known that participants were often retired. Hence, it was modified to
relate to the ecotourism and agricultural businesses operating on many of the CNSBP lands.
Participants tend to be strongly motivated by socialization (Coetzee 2013, pers. comm., 1
April; Ryan et al., 2001). The Ego Enhancement function was expanded from four selfesteem items and one social network item, to eight items to include three additional social
networking questions. This subset of the Ego Enhancement function, termed Social
Network, is based on the Volunteer Motivation Index Social Interaction function (Dunlop,
2004).
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From reviewing the literature of landholder motivations for entering into private land
conservation, place attachment was added. Place dependence, pertaining to the economic
dependence on a property is measured through business functions and survey questions
regarding income generation from land enrolled in the CNBSP. Five items of emotional
attachement to the land were added based on studies by Farmer et al. (2011) and Lokocz et
al. (2011). Three motivation subscales were developed relating to CNBSP and most PLC
programmes: Stewardship Extension, Stewardship Organisation, and Stewardship
Incentives. To determine the effects of land-use restrictions and contractual obligations
placed on landowners as a result of signing a Stewardship contract, a five item
demotivation scale was added associated with Perceived Behaviour Control (Ajzen, 1991).
This was used to gauge landowner feelings towards contractual commitment to CNBSP and
complement other Theory of Planned Behaviour components of the VFI and open-ended
questions.
Table 4. Modified Volunteer Functions Inventory and
Stewardship Functions Inventory
VFI Motivational Category
Environmental Values

Stewardship Motivational Category
Stewardship Extension

Understanding

Stewardship Organisation

Social

Stewardship Incentives

Ego Enhancement

Perceived Behavioural Control

Social Network (Ego Enhancement)

Place Attachment

Ego Protection
Business

3.32 Measuring Satisfaction
A series of open-ended questions asked landowners to express their feelings about the
CNBSP related to, motivations, benefits, and programme satisfaction. Motivational
outcomes of two items per motivation scale were included from the VFI and developed for
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the Stewardship Funtions Inventory. Clary and Snyder (2009) provide a useful satisfaction
tool comprising six questions relating to general satisfaction of a volunteer’s experience to
which a seventh question was added. A Willingness-to-Sell scale measured the near future
and long-term likelihood of lands leaving the network of private protected areas (Guerrero
et al., 2010; Knight et al., 2011).
3.4 Questionnaire design
To survey individual participants a self-administered questionnaire (Appendices I and II
for English and Afrikaans, respectively) was developed to specifications of Babbie (2010).
Introductory questions asked open- and closed-ended questions about the landowner’s
relationship with their land and afterwards a series of questions pertaining to the CNBSP.
The VFI, SFI, Willingness-to-Sell indices consisted of Likert statements scaled from one
through five, one being strongly agree and five being strongly disagree. These scales were
reversed afterwards to allow high values to correspond with agreement. Some questions
were negatively scaled, where appropriate. In the final section of the questionnaire
demographic information was requested.
3.5 Survey implementation
The questionnaire was tested on 10 Imperial College London post graduate students. A
draft questionnaire was then trialed in South Africa with two South African land owners by
Jan Coetzee, a former staff member of CapeNature.
Survey implementation followed the tailored-designed method protocol outlined in
Dillman et al., (2009b). CNBSP landowners’ mail and email addresses were acquired from
CapeNature database. Before delivery of questionnaires, Kerry Purnell the CNSBP
Programme Manager sent an introductory email. In recognition of possible preferences the
survey was provided to CNBSP participating landowners through both online and hardcopy
formats and both in Afrikaans and English languages. The survey was transcribed into
Afrikaans by a paid South Africa based translator. The web-based survey was hosted by
Qualtrics and designed in the same manner as the mailed form. Dillman et al. (2009)
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suggests that integrating both visual and aural communication into surveys could cause
differences in the responses and as such phone surveys were not included. Mail and web
surveys were found to have comparable answers and furthermore mixing of survey modes
may improve response rates (Dillman et al., 2009a; Millar and Dillman, 2011).
After the initial mailing of questionnaires email prompts were sent weekly for 4 weeks to
reduce the number of nonresponses (Dillman et al., 2009a). Due to limited time there were
no additional mailings. Upon completion the returned mail surveys were translated if in
Afrikaans, scanned and emailed. Afrikaans web-based responses were translated using
Google translator.
3.6 Data Collation and Analysis
The results of the questionnaire were analysed both quantitatively and qualitatively with
multiple techniques. The R statistics package (R Development Core Team, 2012) in
particular the Psych Package (Revelle, 2013), and Microsoft Excel were used for
quantitative analysis. Names of participating landowners were retained so as to allow
CapeNature identify individual’s satisfaction levels. Groups’ profiles were used to expose
differences in satisfaction levels. This study was interested in how language, capacity,
residency, goals, contractual conditions, extension officer relationships were linked to
motivations and satisfaction outcomes.
Responses to open-ended questions were coded and the content analysed according to
established methods (Kitchin and Tate, 2000). Preset codes were based on familiarity with
the programme and emergent codes were established during analysis. Answers were first
categorized and themed and after interpretation corroborated within their context to
ensure robust analysis. To initially guide coding Yoshikoder (Miller, 2013), an open-source
content analysis software, was used to highlight commonly used words.
The Volunteer Functions Inventory and Stewardship Functions Inventory scale responses
were analysed separately. The Internal Reliability of Consistency coefficients Cronbach’s
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Alpha (α), and Revelle’s Beta (β) were used to test each subscale of inventories. Although
Cronbach’s Alpha is the most common test of internal consistency in the literature, it
assigns higher variance levels if a scale has multi-dimensionality, and as such should be
reported in conjunction with Revelle’s Beta, a measurement of multi-dimensionality
(Revelle, 1979). McDonald’s Hierarchal Omega (

), is considered a more robust

individual test (Knight et al., 2010; Zinbarg et al., 2005). In this study the Omega test may
not be an appropriate measure and therefore Revelle’s Beta, an output of cluster analysis,
was used to complement Cronbach’s Alpha (Revelle 2013, pers. comm., August 25). Values
of Cronbach’s Alpha and Revelle’s Beta are reported for each subscale tested. Adequate
values for Cronbach’s Alpha and Revelle’s Beta are 0.70. Cronbach’s Alpha values greater
than 0.89 are considered too high and may reflect redundant scale items (Boyle, 1991).
Within each subscale items that contributed weakness to the subscale’s internal
consistency were removed, thereby raising the subscale’s Cronbach’s Alpha value.
The R function of Cluster analysis (ICLUST) was applied on each scale as a quasiconfirmatory approach to explore the structure of construct observations. The cluster
analyses produced cluster structures and item values to explore latent relationships
between the constructs. Two Principal Component Analyses (PCA) with promax and
varimax rotations were used to complement the results from the Cluster analysis. A PCA
factor analysis determined if the items of the psychometric instrument were structured
according to the preexisting constructs or if items loaded differently exposing
unanticipated relationships between subscales. PCA interpretability criteria includes an
item’s factor loading values (items ≥ 0.3 between the principle components are considered
sufficient), items from the same conceptual constructs load on the same component, each
component loads ≥ three or more items, and a Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin significance test (≥.5)
for each matrix (Stevens, 2002).
Means and inter-item correlation were calculated for all constructs. A Spearman’s
correlation coefficient tested relationships between the distribution free, dependent
variables of the responses, such as means of motivations and motivation outcomes and
satisfaction. A Bonferonni’s Correction was used to prevent any Type I errors (Verhoeven
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et al., 2005). Correlations were tested between independent factors (demographics) and
the dependent variables of motivation and satisfaction.
3.7 Ethics
To protect data and keep the confidentiality and anonymity of respondents, strict
guidelines were implemented. Only supervisor, master student, counterpart, and CNBSP
Programme Manager were allowed to view individual responses and results will be
reported collectively without identifying individual landowners. CapeNature has
guaranteed that results will not alter their attitudes towards or negatively influence
treatment of individual respondents. The CNBSP Programme Manager will be the only staff
member of Cape Nature to know the specific identities and answers of respondents. Names
are needed for initial analysis but published results will not identify respondents. In
accordance with ethical standards (Denscombe, 2010) data generated from study will only
be used for the specific purposes expressed to recipients: CNBSP evaluation and research
benefitting PLC.
3.8 Results Dissemination
Resulting analyses, conclusions, and participant recommendations will be distributed to
Kerry Purnell, CapeNature Programme Manager of CNBSP. A summary of survey results
will be distributed to the participants by CapeNature through mailings and in person.
Identities will not be revealed during this process. With a better understanding of
landowners who may not renew stewardship contracts, CapeNature can then plan for the
loss of biodiversity from their system. Broader targets for dissemination are national
government institutions such as South African National Biodiversity Institute and regional
government agencies and nongovernmental organisations facilitating PLC programmes
similar to CNBSP.
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4. Results
4.1 Landowner Characteristics
Of the initial 88 questionnaires distributed to CNBSP participants, 35 (39.8%) were
returned of which 33 questionnaires were useable for the full analysis. Two responded to
the open-ended questions but could not be used in the motivational inventory due to
infrequency of response. Of the responses, four Afrikaans and 11 English surveys were
completed online. Nine English and seven Afrikaans questionnaires were submitted by
post.
Respondents tended to be older in age, 77.1% over the age of 50, (Figure 4.1), of diverse
incomes, and were equally likely to have spent their childhood in a rural or urban
environment (Table 4.1). Generally men (72.0%) responded to the questionnaire. Of the
respondents, English speakers (18) were slightly more common than Afrikaans speakers
(15).
CNBSP land length of ownership

CNBSP Respondent Age

62.50%
40.00%

17.10%

20.00%

17.10%

31-40

15.63%

12.50%

5.70%

6.25%
41-50

51-60

61-70

3.13%

71-99

Figure 5. Age of CNBSP respondents

Figure 6. Length of ownership for land
enrolled
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Table 5. Respondent Characteristics
Variable
Percentage Variable
Gender
Male
Female
Couple
Age
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-99
Highest Formal
Education
Primary School
Secondary School
Diploma
Bachelor’s Degree
Advanced Degree
Other
Upbringing
Rural
Urban
Both

(n=35)
72.0%
20.0
8.0
(n=35)
5.7%
17.1
20.0
40.0
17.1
(n=35)

Stewardship Land
Length of Ownership
< 5 years
5-20 years
> 20 years
2 generations
3 generations

(n=32)

11.4%
5.7
17.1
20.0
31.4
22.9
(n=34)
44.1%
44.1
11.8

Percentage

Language
English
Afrikaans
Other
Household Income
0-R200,000
R200,000-500,000
R500,000-1,000,000
R1,000,000-2,000,000
(approx.$1-R10)
Land is main source of
income
Yes
No

(n=34)
52.9%
44.1
2.9
(n=25)
28.0%
36.0
16.0
20.0

Resident on CNBSP
enrolled land
Yes
No

(n=31)

(n=30)
33.3%
66.7

56.7%
46.7

6.3%
62.5
12.5
3.1
15.6

Seventeen landowners are involved in conservancies, 24 are involved in local Fire
Protection Agencies, 13 in Botanical Societies or plant groups, five in landscape scale
initiatives, and 14 in agriculture groups. Nearly all landowners belong to a conservation or
local community organisation. Agriculture is the most common main occupation for
landowners (36.7%), followed by professionals (architects, doctors) (16.7%), and then
conservationists, ecologists, botanists (13.3%). Ecotourism provides 6.7% of respondents’
main income. Retirees make up 16.7% of the respondents. Economic activities undertaken
on CNBSP lands or adjacent land of the same landowner include ecotourism (60.7%), wine
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producers (35.7%), other fruit (35.7%), cattle farming (25.0%), small stock farming
(17.8%), game ranching (14.2%), hunting (7.14%), and cereal cropping (3.57%).
Table 6. Number of properties per region and per stewardship contract level
Region
(n=30) Stewardship Level
(n=34)
Boland
8
Voluntary Conservation Area (VCA)
3
Breedeberg
1
Biodiversity Agreement (BA)
9
Breedekloof
1
Contract Nature Reserve (CNR)
24
(two respondents owned both BA and CNR
Cape Metro
1
Gouritz
North-West
Overberg
West Boland

4
5
4
6

lands)

4.2 Landowner Goals for property
Landowners were to list their goals for the land enrolled in CNBSP. Out of 27 respondents,
19 (70.3%) described conservation as a goal for their land. Four of this group expressed a
commitment to preserve their property for altruistic reasons or a spiritual place that they
could connect with nature. Keeping development out, contributing to ecosystem services,
environmental education, expanding parks and biosphere reserves were included in
conservation themed goals. Eleven (40.7%) landowner’s goals are to continue benefiting
economically from their land and expressed a desire to do so sustainably. Of this group,
seven listed agriculture as their main goal. Three people mentioned developing hiking
trails as a future endeavour.
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4.3 Motivations for entering the Stewardship Programme
4.31 Expressed reasons to participate
““lifting our conservation status to the highest level”
–CNBSP Landowner 3
To understand landowner motivations we asked participants to list up to four reasons why
they entered the CNBSP (Table 7). This question elicited a variety of answers, with the
most common response concerning the protection rare species on enrolled land for the
long term. The protection of land in perpetuity was used to describe motivations often in
conjunction with safeguarding nature for future generations. Responses included a general
appreciation of nature or a desire to protect the environment. Others discussed a moral
obligation to protect nature or for one “a divine purpose”.
Table 7. Most commonly expressed reasons for entering the CapeNature Biodiversity
Stewardship Program
1. Protection or conservation of rare
species, rare habitat, the environment or
from development (n=21) 60.0%
3. Partnership and collaboration with
CapeNature (n=8) 22.9%

2. Assistance with alien plant
management (n=10) 28.6%

5. Protect for future generations and the
long term (n=6) 17.1%

6. Eco-labeling of products and
advertisement (n=5) 14.3%

7. Tax incentives (n=4) 11.4%

8. Contributing to larger conservation
initiatives such as biosphere reserves
(n=4) 11.4%

4. Assistance with management of land
(n=7) 20.9%

9. Positive feelings associated with nature
and the protection of nature (n=4) 11.4%
A partnership with CapeNature in the stewardship of their land was the third most
common response, behind assistance with alien plant management. Partnership was often
used as a distinct response to management assistance. For instance, one landowner
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answered “Needed general advice” as one reason and gave another reason as “Joining with
CapeNature makes it all the more meaningful than messing about on my own”. Assistance
with alien plant management was used so often that is was necessary to call attention to it
by grouping it on its own despite its management implications. Other management desires
were financial assistance and scientific services.
Separately from other conservation efforts, landowners mentioned the desire to contribute
to a collective effort to establish larger parks or biosphere reserves; as a result they
enrolled their land into the CNBSP. Tax incentives contributed motivation to join as did
marketing benefits to their businesses perceived to be derived from their association with
CapeNature. Finally, Motivations associated with positive feelings or ego enhancement and
protection contributed to the decision to join. CNBSP Landowner 30 answered “To provide
family and friends with a holiday venue they can enjoy with a clear conscience”. Not only
did they want to feel positive, they wanted their family and friends to benefit from their
decision. In conclusion, the motivations are varied but all landowners mentioned at least
one conservation related reason to join the CNBSP.
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4.32 Motivations
The two motivation indices, Volunteer Functions Inventory (VFI) and the Stewardship
Functions Inventory (SFI), contained a combined 57 items of 12 subscales. Nine subscales
exhibited strong internal consistency (α ≥0 .70; between 0.70 and 0.89) (Table 8). VFI’s
Social function (Cronbach’s α= 0.46), the Ego Enhancement function (Cronbach’s α = 0.67),
and SFI’s demotivation function Perceived Behaviour Control (α=0.64) were removed
because they fell below the accepted Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.70. Motivation mean
scores (Figure 7) are of values 3.6 or greater for each factor. The highest mean belongs to
the Environmental Values ( =4.60) a modified construct of VFI. The second highest mean
score is Place Attachment ( =4.4). The three lowest means are the functions Ego
Enhancement ( =3.60), Social Network ( =3.60) and Business ( =3.60).

Motivation Means
4.63
4.01

4.05
3.65

3.66

3.89

3.69

Figure 7. Histogram of landowners’ motivation means
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3.76

4.06

4.40
3.73

Table 8. Means, standard deviations, Cronbach's Alpha, Revelle's Beta, and
inter-item correlation for VFI and PFI motivation, satisfaction and Willingnessto-Sell subscales

Environmental Value

mean
̅
4.60

Standard
deviation
σ
0.41

Understanding

4.00

0.43

0.70

0.73

0.32

Ego Enhancement

3.60

0.67

0.66

-

0.33

Ego Enhancement
(Social Network)
Social

3.60

0.73

0.71

-

0.38

4.10

0.38

0.46

-

0.14

Ego Protection

3.90

0.76

0.71

0.84

0.54

Business (Career)

3.60

0.87

0.89

0.82

0.61

Stewardship Extension

3.70

0.76

0.87

0.70

0.56

Stewardship Organisation

4.00

0.54

0.7

0.77

0.32

Stewardship Incentive

3.70

0.80

0.76

0.82

0.45

Perceived Behavioural Control

3.90

0.42

0.59

-

0.22

Place Attachment

4.40

0.59

0.8

0.75

0.44

Satisfactiona

3.90

0.58

0.83

0.64

0.41

Willingness-to-Sella

1.70

0.56

0.93

0.67

0.59

aScales

Cronbach's Revelle's inter-item
Alpha
Beta
correlation
α
β
r
0.86
0.81
0.55

of Satisfaction and Willingess-to-Sell discussed in Section 4.45

The cluster analysis supports the a priori groupings of the SFI and the VFI but indicates
previously unknown relationships within each index (Appendix 4). The Social Networking
(Ego Enhancement) Function items divided as a construct and grouped with the Business
(Career) Function and Ego Protection Function. As a result, the cluster analysis did not
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produce a Revelle’s Beta value for the Social Networking (Ego Enhancement) Fuction
(Table 8). A Principle Components Analysis (PCA) of each index (VFI Table9; SFI Table 10)
confirmed the cluster analysis groupings. Social Network (Ego Enhancement) Function
items loaded on components 1 and 5.
The other eight remaining conceptual constructs loaded on separate components, keeping
their structural integrity. A Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sample Adequacy test was
performed and resulted in values of 0.46 for the VFI and 0.50 for the SFI. Neither scores are
considered significant.
Table 9. VFI Factor loading pattern matrix (Principle Component Analysis, oblique
rotation, 5 components specified)
Components
PC1

PC2

PC3

0.85
Environmental Value Item 1
0.75
Environmental Value Item 2
0.72
Environmental Value Item 3
0.70
Environmental Value Item 4
0.78
Environmental Value Item 5
Understanding Item 7
Understanding Item 8
Understanding Item 9
Understanding Item 10
Social Network
0.57
(Ego Enhancement) Item 16
Social Network
(Ego Enhancement) Item 17
Social Network
0.73
(Ego Enhancement) Item 18
0.88
Ego Protection Item 25
0.96
Ego Protection Item 26
0.33
Ego Protection Item 27
0.62
Ego Protection Item 28
0.92
Business Item 29
0.88
Business Item 30
0.68
Business Item 31
0.81
Business Item 32
0.82
Business Item 33
Note: only component loadings greater than ≥0.30 are shown
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PC4

PC5

0.75
0.60
0.86
0.68

0.77

Table 10. SFI Factor loading pattern matrix
(Principle Component Analysis, oblique rotation, 4 components specified)
Components
PC1
PC2
PC4
PC3
Stewardship Extension Item 34
0.82
0.99
Stewardship Extension Item 35
0.58
Stewardship Extension Item 36
0.63
Stewardship Extension Item 38
0.48
Stewardship Organisation Item 39
0.54
Stewardship Organisation Item 40
0.96
Stewardship Organisation Item 41
0.86
Stewardship Organisation Item 43
0.82
Stewardship Incentives Item 45
0.71
Stewardship Incentives Item 46
0.80
Stewardship Incentives Item 47
0.66
Place Attachment Item 53
0.85
Place Attachment Item 54
0.93
Place Attachment Item 55
0.65
Place Attachment Item 56
Note: only component loadings ≥0.30 are shown

Of the eight remaining motivations, a Spearman’s correlation coefficient ( ) test and
showed a relationship between several of the motivations (Table 11). The lowest p-values
are found between the motivations of Environmental Values and both Stewardship
Organisation and Place Attachment, Understanding and Stewardship Organisation, and
Stewardship Incentives and Business.
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Stewardship
Organisation

Stewardship
Incentives

Place Attachment

Businessa

Stewardship
Extension

Ego Protectiona

Business

Understandinga

Ego Protection

Environmental
Valuesa

Understanding

Motivation
Function

Environmental
Values

Table 11. Results of Spearman’s correlation coefficient ( ) test between
means of motivation

1

**

0.65

0.10

*

***

0.22

***

1

0.75

0.60

**

***

0.08

*

1

*

0.29

0.90

*

0.39

1

***

0.33

*

0.09

1

*

**

**

1

**

**

1

0.11

Stewardship
Extensionb
Stewardship
Organisationb
Stewardship
Incentivesb
Place
Attachmentb

1

aVolunteer

Functions Inventory; bStewardship Functions Inventory;
*significant at p<0.05; ** significant at p<0.005, ***significant at p<0.001
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4.4 Perceived Benefits
Management assistance ranked highest with 24 out of 34 landowners referencing land
management information, support, and finance as their main benefit from the CNBSP. Only
one landowner gave land tax exclusion as the answer. Other commonly cited themes
included emotional, status/marketing, and conservation benefits. The 11 responses to
these themes were often interwoven. Landowners stated they were proud, empowered,
pleased, and in slightly negative context felt they received no benefits but appreciated the
“form of status in the private conservation field and [amongst] landowners”.
Table 12. Benefits derived
from the CNBSP
Number Benefits
of
mentions
24
Management assistance
(information, finance of
activities)
5
Emotional
4
Status and Marketing
4
Conservation
3
Be a part of large
conservation initiatives
1
Ecotourism
opportunities
1
Land Tax exclusion
4
No benefits received
Asking landowners about benefits created negative reactions by those who felt they have
not benefited from the CNBSP. Four landowners responded negatively pertaining to the
limited availability and time they had with CapeNature personnel and the limited amount
of alien plant management assistance. One respondent felt that they had more commitment
to the partnership than did CapeNature.
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4.5 Landowner Responsibilities and Programme Constraints
“I believe all the responsibilities should fall on the landowner. It is the role of the landowner to
maintain and protect the natural biodiversity on his/her farm. The landowner should be in
full control of the management plan and CapeNature should be seen as more of a consultant”
- CNBSP Landowner 15
A majority (Table 13) of the landowners answered the question pertaining to their roles
and responsibilities from a management perspective (i.e. custodianship, alien plant
management, land improvement, and restoration financially or in general support). Three
landowners expressed that they had a financial commitment to the conservation of their
land. Others felt that collaboration and informing other residents about the stewardship
programme was a primary role in their participation. One landowner felt that the only
responsibility placed on the landowner was to benefit from anything CNBSP would provide.
Table 13. Categories, numbers, and remarks about perceived roles and
responsibilities in the CNBSP
Role and Responsibility
Number of
Representative Remarks
Answers
Management/conservation 27
“To manage the area in the best possible
way; to promote biodiversity in accordance
to the management plan.”
“Pass passion to other private landowners
Inform and share
7
information with others
and share ideas that work”
about CNBSP/
conservation
Collaboration
4
“Collaboration on joint projects we can do.
There is much to do together.”
Benefit only
1
“The Stewardship is another way for me to
get other organisations to help me maintain
my land”
Ten (28.5%) landowners answered negatively to how they feel about the financial
commitment towards CNBSP. They were mainly concerned by the expense of alien plant
management. Four of the ten expressed that they could not meet the demands. Frustrations
were felt that landowners have kept their obligation but CapeNature has not. Others spend
large sums (R50,000 annually) and felt it was worth the costs and duty with or without a
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contract. Working for Water was mentioned twice as inadequately removing alien
vegetation and these landowners did not want the programme to return to their properties.
Answers to the question how landowners feel about their contract length were generally
positive. Thirty-three (94.3%) respondents had contracts in place and all were happy
although some expressed they had hoped for longer contracts. Others (11.4%) joined for
shorter terms but will renew for longer when their contract is up. Two respondents were
very troubled by the time taken to have their contract signed by the Minister of the
Environment and one land owner opted for a voluntary contract so as not to be restricted.
When asked about development restrictions placed on the CNBSP land as part of the
contract only three landowners of 34 responded negatively.
Of the 34 responses on land owners perceived capacity or ability to meet the requirements
of CNBSP, 26 (76.4%) answered positively, although three of these landowners have
concerns about their age, time, or expenses affecting their ability to manage their lands.
Many stated they were doing the best they can. Seven (20.5%) felt unlikely to meet their
obligations unless there was assistance from CapeNature. One landowner stated “At this
stage finances severely limit our ability to undertake meaningful projects.” Another who
felt positive about their capacity answered “The follow-ups [multiple alien plant
management events] have become easier and less expensive over the years” and “Very proud
of it - we put a lot of work into it and are enjoying the results.”
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4.6 Satisfaction of Stewardship Participants
4.61 Stewardship Extension, Organisation, Incentives and Satisfaction
Landowners are positive about the quality of information received from Stewardship
Officers but are less than satisfied about the quantity (Table 14). When asked for their
impression on how well organised CapeNature is, many of the respondents gave both
positive and negative responses feeling that their competency was high but the number of
staff insufficient and perceptions that the system as a whole is burdened by bureaucracy
Many feel the problem is linked to the bureaucracy and the lack of communication from
CapeNature and the extension staff (Table 15). Slightly more than half landowners feel
positive towards CNBSP incentives (Table 16). Requests were made for more social
recognition, marketing and the establishment of landowner comprised “stewardship social
network.”
Table14. Categories, number of responses, and remarks about feelings towards
CNBSP extension assistance.
Feelings about
Number of Individual Remarks
CNSBP extension
responses
Information
“All the representatives I have met have been
24
provided is sufficient
exceptional”
Sufficient contact
11
“Quite happy. I know I only have to pick up the phone”
“Totally insufficient…completely inaccessible due to
More visits needed
16
the lack of capacity within CN
“We had no contact what so ever expect for one
No visits received
5
occasion which we initiated”
Information is less
3
“Mediocre at best”
than adequate
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Table 15. Categories, number of responses, and remarks about feelings towards
CNBSP organisational capacity.
Feelings about
Number of Individual Remarks
CNSBP capacity
responses
Positive
Well
organised/excellent 19
“Staff are very committed and passionate”
staff
“conditions have improved as there is now dedicated
Improved
3
personnel available
Negative
Understaffed
9
“Insufficient staff/extension workers”
Hindered by
Fairly well organised but very slow responses from the
government
8
provincial government(i.e …two years so far and deeds
bureaucracy
are still not legally in the province)”
“While our field officers are efficient and competent,
Organisational
friendly and follow through…, it seems that there are
5
efficiency
gaps in the system which makes follow through in
terms of real benefit for partners really difficult
“As of yet no effective and active communication
Communication
3
efforts”

Table 16. Categories, number of responses, and remarks about feelings towards
CNBSP incentives.
Feelings about
Number of Individual Remarks
CNBSP incenitves
responses
Financial Incentives
“Property tax incentives gives us more cash to inject
12
have been beneficial
into other projects
Have not had
communication in
9
“We have no or little information regarding funding”
regard to incentives
Have not received
“Because we are not declared as a contract nature
property tax
reserve yet, we have spent in the last six years almost
5
exclusion as a result
R6000 per year on municipal tax. We could have saved
of contract delays
this [R36000] if we were declared in the first year”
“There needs to be more recognition and public
Would like more
2
awareness of what farmers are contributing to
social recognition
sustainability and the preservation of our heritage”
“I have not experienced the full benefits of the
Positive general
programme, as we are not yet fully enrolled in the
management
project. The benefits that I have enjoyed so far
9
incentives
(funding, technical assistance- managing as well as
labour for clearing) have been invaluable to our farm.”
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4.62 Expressed Satisfaction
Two broad themes emerged from open-ended questions underlying four different levels of
stated satisfaction. Satisfaction of CNBSP participants can be grouped as:
1. Dissatisfaction with the programme in its entirety or with a specific component
(16.7%)
2. Previously unsatisfied but feel the programme has improved in the last year
(possibly by the assignment of an extension officer) (13.3%)
3. Partially satisfied and feel that Cape Nature is doing the best with the limited
resources they have available (43.3%)
4. Completely satisfied (26.7%)
These satisfaction levels, complied by aggregating multiple questions, were formed by
landowner experiences with two constructs, conservation values and partnership. Both are
reflected in the motivation inventory as Environmental Values and Stewardship
Organisation. Negative responses were often expressed in terms of feeling that they, the
landowner, fulfilled their contractual obligations by protecting their land, but CapeNature
had not fulfilled theirs (i.e. providing support). The extension officer is the main advocate
of the partnership and therefore complaints were directed at the extension relationship
presented by CapeNature but not necessarily the individual extension officer.
Communication problems and management support were the main causes of declining
satisfaction. Of the respondents, 25% (n=9) stated that the signing of the contract took an
unacceptably long period of time, and that they were disenfranchised early on. Those who
answered positively were extremely pleased with their CapeNature extension and financial
support.
More commonly satisfaction was expressed in how the Stewardship contract protected
their land and environment. For some the contract itself was fulfillment, representing a
conservation value, and the other aspects of the programme were reported as additional
advantages. The acquirement of the certificate elicited satisfaction. Landowners expressed
dissatisfaction when alien plant management underperformed as a result of inefficiency by
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CapeNature or its contractors. Landowners felt that funds used for alien plant management
were wasted because follow-up treatments were not conducted or the contractor did a
poor job. Others shared frustration over the spread of invasives and its impact on
biodiversity.
4.63 Satisfaction and Motivation Outcome analysis
The average landowner satisfaction mean is 3.9. Most CNBSP landowners scored means of
moderate to high satisfaction with over 20 with the means values of 4 to 5. The lowest
satisfaction value is =3.14. All landowners have a low Willingness-to-Sell score and
answer to the Willingess-to-Sell scale item I intend to pass my land onto my children or other
relatives including the portion protected by the Stewardship Programme 88% landowners
agreed or strongly agreed indicating a majority are expected to leave their land in the
hands of one or more family members.
The highest mean of the motivations outcomes, is the Environmental Values Function ( =
4.43). The remaining six Ego Protection ( = 4.04), Business ( = 3.53), Stewardship
Extension ( = 4.00), Stewardship Organisation ( = 3.76), Stewardship Incentive ( = 3.63),
are all included in a dependence test of the remaining functions (Place Attachment does not
have an Outcome measure) between motivation and motivation outcomes(Table 17). The
three Stewardship Functions were found to have no relation between the motivation to join
and the outcome of the motivation.
Table 17. Spearman's correlation coefficient ( )and associated
p-value for dependence between motivation and motivation outcome
means
Function
0.625
Environmental Value
0.567
Understanding
0.585
Ego Protection
0.666
Business
0.062
Stewardship Extension
0.263
Stewardship Organisation
0.191
Stewardship Incentive
***significant at p<0.001
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p-value
***
***
***
***
0.7298
0.1384
0.2861

5. Discussion
5.1 Motivations
Multiple motivations drive landowners to participate in PLC. Understanding these
motivations help recruit appropriate landowners and as a result improve programme
effectiveness (Farmer et al., 2011; Sorice et al., 2013). Overall the strongest motivator to
join the CNBSP are Environmental Values, supporting previous research which found that
landowners who participate in PLC possess high conservation ethic (Ernst and Wallace,
2008; Farmer et al., 2011; Kabii and Horwitz, 2006). Place Attachment, the second highest
mean value of indices’ functions, is closely related to conservation but as shown by the
cluster analysis and the PCA, a distinct motivation.
The Stewardship Organisation function quantifies partnership, collaboration, and shared
goals. Of the 12 motivation functions, Stewardship Organisation received the third highest
mean value. A strong motivation for landowners’ involvement in the CNBSP is collaboration
and partnership with CapeNature. The motivation to partner with CNBSP may be a result of
the access to limited financial support and information to assist in the management of
contracted land but given the responses to the open-ended questions and the SFI, a desire
to collaborate with CapeNature is at its root a partnership to protect nature and be part of a
larger movement for change. It could be that the strong motivation to partner is a
combination of both assistance and partnership. Rissman and Sayre (2003) found that
shared goals are motivators to enter a PLC programme. The goals expressed by landowners
for their property were congruent with the 5 years strategic goals of CapeNature (Turner,
2012). Partnership or collaboration is not a common motivator in other PLC studies but it
is often cited in natural resource management literature as a way to create successful
conservation outcomes (Knight et al., 2010; Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000). This study
shows that in the case of the Western Cape Province, partnership may have broader
implications for landowner’s motivations than previously assumed.
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The Stewardship Incentives function is one of the lowest motivations suggesting that
people who join CNBSP are not motivated by the programme’s financial advantages.
Amongst the open-ended questions, the seventh out of nine stated reasons to join CNBSP is
land tax exclusion and only one landowner expressed land tax exclusion as a benefit. This
finding is corroborated by other literature, especially amongst lifestyle farmers or amenity
land owners who rank financial incentives generally lower as a motivation (Moon and
Cocklin, 2011; Pasquini et al., 2009). Pasquini et al (2009) argues that if few people are
motivated by tax incentives, is it not wiser to invest in the operations of the programme or
extension staff. Given the answers received pretaning to financial incentives (landowners
are pleased that they receive the tax benefit or displeased that they do not) I contend that
land tax exclusion is a vital attribute of long term contracts. Financial incentives may not be
the explicit motivation to join CNBSP, but it persuades a number of the participants to take
the long term protection approach. This is argued as well by Ernst and Wallace (2008) and
Moon et al. (2013). Given the multi-dimensionality of an individual’s reasons for entering
PLC initiatives, as seen from the relationships between the motivations in Table 11, it is
most effective to present an optimal mix of instruments and incentives (Armsworth et al.,
2012).
5.2 Satisfaction
From our analysis satisfaction with CNBSP is driven by landowners’ motivations and then
constructed on the interactions with CapeNature and their expectations of CapeNature. In
regards to partnership satisfaction, the relationship with the extension officer is of primary
importance. Many of the other features of CNBSP are dependent on this extension
relationship: communication about contract negotiations, available incentives,
management, and a sense of belonging. A large majority (60% want three or more visits per
year) of landowners’ satisfaction rests on assistance from an extension officer.
Interestingly, despite complaints pertaining to various facets of the programme, the
landowner’s register a high rate of satisfaction; results that replicate Pasquini et al. (2009)
work in the Klein Karoo.
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We can draw inferences from the results of the correlation test between motivation and
motivation outcomes. As predicted there is a relationship between the functions of
motivation and the construct’s outcome. Stewardship Organisation, Stewardship
Incentives, and Stewardship Extension showed no correlation with the respective outcome.
Thus we conclude that participants who are not motivated by Stewardship functions to
enter the CNBSP, later draw satisfaction from these very constructs (Ryan et al., 2001).
Studies of volunteer motivations support the conclusion that individuals volunteer for one
or several reasons but satisfaction is derived from other latent reasons, possibly unknown
to the volunteer (Asah and Blahna, 2013). These underlying latent reasons, if fulfilled, are a
potential source of commitment and sustain involvement.
For CapeNature, this evaluation presents a challenge to not necessarily cater to all
landowner needs but generally understand what motivates landowners to join the
programme and from what programme attributes are they satisfied by. Regular monitoring
of land owner’s satisfaction is therefore important for maintaining the effectiveness of PLC
initiatives. This can be used as a template for other stewardship programmes in South
Africa to inform policy and administration of programmes. Landowners who joined for
marketing advantages and to use the certification for green labelling are generally satisfied
due to the ability to use the certification. Landowners who do not necessarily join for a
relationship with an extension officer or CapeNature, eventually come to expect this, and
thus explain stewardship motivational outcomes are not linked with their respective
motivations.
A majority of the respondents are over the age of 60 making change of ownership an
important consideration for CNBSP. CNBSP will need to plan for an expected impact after
the owners of the original contract sell or pass on their land. Comparisons between
multigenerational inheritors and non-inheritors of forest lands in the United States found
significant differences in the goals for land and land-use activities (Majumdar et al., 2009).
The context may differ but change of ownership by inheritance or purchase may result in
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uncertanities in land management. If problems associated with compliance arise because of
change in tenure CapeNature could potentially be saddled with unbudgeted costs.
5.3 Study Strengths and Limitations
This study provides an informative view on the motivations of landowners participating in
the CNBSP and is a useful evaluation tool for programme operations. Despite the
accomplished objectives the study is limited by our sample size. The small population of
possible landowners reached (88), was due to significant portions of the landowners out of
contact. The response rate, 37.3%, is sufficient for a social survey (Babbie, 2010) but the
number of responses (n=35) allowed few statistically significant inferences to be made.
The small number of observations may limit the utility of tests of internal consistency and
factor analyses (Revelle 2013, pers. comm., 25 August). For robust factor analyses, the
number of observations to variables, or Likert statements, should be a ratio of 2:1
(although this is disputed)(Lips-Wiersma and Wright, 2012), a 1:1 ratio is unsatisfactory.
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sample adequacy values for the VFI and SFI indices’
PCAs are below the level of significance and this can be attributed to sample size and the
ratio of observations to variables. Unfortunately, due to limited time, a survey to measure
nonresponse bias was not possible. I ts possible that the reason why the responses were
almost uniformly satisfied (despite complaints), is that the most satisfied landowners
responded.
5.4 Considerations for CNBSP, South African Stewardship, and Future Research
Understand Motivations to create Satisfaction
PLC programme design must take into account landowners’ satisfaction as one its central
goals. There can be no greater recommendation to CNBSP than to invest in stewardship
extension work. Active partnerships should promote satisfaction and, in turn, promote land
owners to meet their agreed land management arrangements. This would ideally increase
the likelihood of selling or passing their property onto a pro-conservation individual. Any
expansion of CNBSP must be met with matched support from extension services (Pasquini
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et al., 2009). To increase Willingness-to-Participate on targeted lands, established
programme satisfaction must exist with current participants
Efficient and Effective Programme Management
To achieve programme satisfaction, CapeNature needs to invest more in CNBSP to deliver
on the promise of partnership. Without investment into extension services and
organisational capacity there cannot be investment to meet biodiversity targets. Nearly
50% of Volunteer Conservation Areas and Biodiversity Agreements hold biodiversity
targeted by the CBA but these short term contracts will leave first if any motivations are
left unsatisfied. As recommended by landowners, creating a stewardship social network
may give the opportunity for landowners to learn from each other, and socialise but more
importantly it may create normative commitment to stewardship amongst landowners
(Asah and Blahna, 2013).
Stewardship Functionalism
This study demonstrates that the Volunteer Function Inventory can be applied to a PLC
programme and that the Stewardship functions relating to organisation, incentives, and
extension are robust measures of motivation factors and latent motivation factors of
CNSBP landowners. Further studies of PLC motivations in South Africa could be
administered using relevant subscales of the hybrid VFI and SFI tool. This tool can be easily
used by extension staff to apply more broadly throughout South Africa.
Compliance Evaluation and Stewardship Commitment
This study is based on the belief that greater satisfaction contributes to higher compliance.
It is an assumption made in the absence of understanding the degree of compliance within
CNBSP. Echoing Merenlender et al. (2004), assessing the benefits and costs of PLC
programmes is necessary to measure PLC conservation outcomes. In connection, future
research should determine how landowner’s motivations influence their contractual
compliance. Monitoring and evaluation are expensive processes and need to be accounted
for in PLC budgets. By examining who is more likely to comply, CNBSP and PLC
programmes may spend less in enforcement and monitoring costs. Landowner assessment
should become a formal part of any PLC programme monitoring and evaluation
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programme. If satisfaction is high but compliance is low, PLC may be largely ineffective or
worst case scenario create costs to society without gaining benefits. Identifying salient
motivations that foster commitment in landowners, will facilitate a sustained behavioural
change (Asah and Blahna, 2013; McKenzie-Mohr, 2011).
This study surveyed landowners after enrolment but critically, future research should
assess those who had the opportunity but decided against participating. From such
research we could determine why landowners do not enrol and recognise motivations that
would appeal to them. Determining how to market to, and engage, previously uninterested
landowners will increase the effectiveness and reach of CNBSP’s stewardship network
(Raymond and Brown, 2011).
This research, benefitting programme effectiveness, social outcomes of landowners, and
ultimately biodiversity conservation has been made possible largely by the inclusion of
psychological theory into conservation. Conservation psychology should be more widely
applied throughout conservation and has the potential, using programme satisfaction, to
change behaviours and influence conservation outcomes (Clayton and Myers, 2009).
Private land conservation will remain an attractive strategy for the protection of
biodiversity due to its relative cost effectiveness and the proportion of biodiversity on
private lands (Pence et al., 2003). As such, evaluating both the ecological and social
outcomes of PLC efforts is critical for understanding obstacles to implementation and
measuring effectiveness (Rissman and Sayre, 2012). Multiple motivations constitute the
drive to participate in PLC and catering to these varied functions of motivation is essential
to maximising return on investment, landowner satisfaction, and biodiversity protection.
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Appendix I English Questionnaire
The CapeNature Biodiversity Stewardship Programme Survey
This questionnaire is part of a broader initiative to better understand how the members of the
CapeNature Biodiversity Stewardship Programme feel about the programme. Additionally, the results of
the questionnaire will feed into two MSc projects investigating the effectiveness of private land
conservation.
It aims to gauge the level of your satisfaction with the programme, so that it can be better aligned with
the goals of both CapeNature and yourself. The questionnaire is being sent to potential and participating
land owners enrolled in Conservation Areas, Biodiversity Agreements, or Contract Nature Reserves
Programmes.
This is a voluntary survey. Whilst your opinions are keenly sought, if you do not feel comfortable
answering any specific question then you can leave it blank. The results of this survey will be kept strictly
confidential and your anonymity is guaranteed. Only Kerry Purnell of CapeNature, Jan Coetzee of
Rhodes University, Matthew Selinske of Imperial College London, and Andrew Knight formerly of
Stellenbosch University and now at Imperial College London will have access to individual surveys. Your
answers will not affect your relationship with CapeNature.
A summary of the results of this work will be made available to you towards the end of 2013, so that you
can stay informed about this research. The results will not identify individual landowners.
Instructions
1. You can complete this hard copy questionnaire, or alternatively an electronic version using a link
sent to you via email. Feel free to choose the option with which you are most comfortable.
Please complete only one questionnaire, either the hard copy or digital version.
2. Please answer questions as completely as possible. Many of the questions ask you to simply tick
() a box; if you want to expand your answers on any of these questions please do so at the end
of the questionnaire where more writing space is provided.
3. If you are completing the hard copy questionnaire, please return it using the stamped selfaddressed envelope provided. If you complete the electronic survey, your responses will be sent
to us immediately upon your completion. For those submitting the electronic version of the
questionnaire, we encourage you to recycle it and its envelope, if possible.
4. This questionnaire only seeks responses specifically for the CapeNature Biodiversity Stewardship
Programme (which we will refer to as the Stewardship Programme). This would include
programmes such as Nature Reserves, Biodiversity Agreements, and Conservation Areas.
If you have any queries, you are more than welcome to contact Jan Coetzee via e-mail
(jccoetzee069@gmail.com) or Andrew Knight (andrew.knight1@imperial.ac.uk).
On behalf of CapeNature, and us thank you in advance for you involvement.
Jan Coetzee
&
Matthew Selinske
MSc Candidate
MSc Candidate
Rhodes University
Imperial College London
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Background Information
1. For how long has your family owned the land enrolled in
the CapeNature Biodiversity Stewardship Program? Please

indicate your answer by marking the box with a .

Less than 5 years
Between 5 and 20 years
Longer than 20 years
2 generations
3 or more generations

2. What is your main occupation?

3. Please, rank all commercial activities you undertake on
your property, with 1 being the most important.

Small stock farming (e.g., goats,
sheep, angora)
Cattle farming
Game farming / ranching
Wine grapes
Other fruit
Cereal cropping
Eco-tourism (e.g., game viewing,
hiking, bird watching)
Hunting
Other

4. Is your main source of income derived from activities
on the land or lands enrolled in the Stewardship
Programme?

Yes

5. Do you own lands other than those enrolled in the
Stewardship Programme?

Yes

No

No
6a. Do you reside on the land enrolled in the Stewardship
Programme? If yes please proceed to Question 7. If no
please continue on to 6b. and 6c.

Yes
No

6b. How many weeks, on average, do you spend on the
Stewardship Programme land during a typical year?
Week(s)
6c. How many weeks did you spend on the Stewardship
Programme land in 2012?
60

Week(s)

7. Please indicate if your upbringing was rural or urban.

Rural
Urban
Unknown

8. What are your long-term goals for your land?

9. Are you currently a member of any farming or land management organizations? These might include
holistic management groups, study groups, conservancies, fire management groups, or any other group.
If so please list them.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
10. Are you a member of any specifically environmental or conservation organizations, for example, the
Botanical Society of South Africa, the Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa (WESSA),
Conservation at Work, or other groups? If so please list them.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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5.

11. The following are questions pertaining to the Cape Nature Biodiversity Stewardship Programme
and your relationship with it. Please be as forthcoming as possible to ensure your views are
understood.
a. How did you first hear about the CapeNature
Neighbour
Biodiversity Stewardship Programme? Please indicate
Friend, but not a neighbor
your answer by marking the box with a .
Work Colleague
Family Member
CapeNature Representative
Literature
CapeNature Website
Other
b. Can you please list your reasons for entering the CapeNature Biodiversity Stewardship Programme.
Please list them in order of importance to you, with 1 being the most important:
1.

2.

3.

4.
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c. How do you feel you benefit from being involved in the Stewardship Programme?

d. Do you have any suggestions on how to improve the Stewardship Programme?
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e. What do you believe your roles and responsibilities are in the Stewardship Programme ?

f. How do you feel about how well or poorly organised the Stewardship Programme is and why do you
feel this way?

g. How do you feel about the amount of time and expense you contribute towards managing your land
for invasive species as stipulated in your agreement with CapeNature?

h. How do you feel about the Stewardship Programme incentives (i.e. income tax deductions, property
tax exclusion, extension officer support, technical management assistance, funding for management
activities, programme social events, awards, and recognition)?
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i. Are there Stewardship Programme incentives that you feel are not working and need improvement?

j. Are there other things that you would like to see included in the Stewardship Programme that would
improve your experience with the programme? Why?

k. How do you feel about your ability or capacity to achieve the Stewardship Programme’s requirements
(i.e., alien plant clearing, erosion work, footpaths, and fire breaks/fire management)?
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l. How do you feel about the length of your contract (i.e., the number of years agreed)?

m. If you were to re-enroll your land into the Stewardship Programme
today, would you increase, decrease, withdraw all land, or keep the
same amount of land in the programme?

Reduce the amount
of land
Keep the same
amount of land
Increase the amount
of land
Would not re-enroll
land

n. How do you feel about the number of times a year you have contact with other Stewardship
Programme participants and the duration of these events?

o. If you have attended a CapeNature event in last 12 months, how many
did you attend? Please indicate your answer by marking the box

0

with a .

1
2-3
4-5
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6-10
More than 10
p. How do you feel about duration and number of times a year that you have contact with a CapeNature
Representative (e.g. extension officer, programme managers, or any other CapeNature staff)?
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q. How do you feel about the information provided by your CapeNature Representative (e.g., is the
content timely and relevant to the management of your land)?

r. What is your preferred number of visits from a CapeNature
extension officer? Please indicate your answer by marking the

box with a.

None
1 visit per year
3 visits per year
6 visits per year
8 visits per year

s. Would you sign a longer contract if you received your preferred
amount of visits per year?

Yes

t. If yes, how many years would you sign for?

10 years

No
30 years
60 years
In perpetuity

u. How do you feel about the conditions of your agreement with CapeNature regarding the land-use
activities that are allowed or not allowed?
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v. Would you sign a longer contract if you were allowed limited
development rights on the land enrolled in the Stewardship Program?

Yes
No

w. If yes, how many years would you sign for?

10 years
30 years
60 years
In perpetuity
x. If you were allowed limited developmental rights on your property how would you develop your land?

y. Are there any other comments you would like to make regarding how you feel towards the
Stewardship Programme?
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Please read below before continuing to the next section.
Thank you for completing the previous questions pertaining to the Stewardship Programme. You are
now more than halfway through the survey.
The next sets of questions are geared to better understand why Stewardship participants participate in
the programme and the outcome of that participation. By enrolling your land in the Stewardship
Programme you are making a personal decision based on a variety of reasons. It is important to
recognize these reasons to help CapeNature and other stewardship programmes understand the
expectations of enrolled landowners and create long-term fulfilling partnerships with landowners. Some
of the questions may be personal or even strangely worded and others may seem repetitive but please
answer all of them to the best of your ability. All the questions have a purpose and your completion of
the questionnaire will help us and the Stewardship Programme.
Thank you.

12. Using the 5-point scale below, please indicate (with a ) how important or accurate each of the
following possible reasons for participating in the Stewardship Programme.
Strongly
Agree

Agree

I can increase the exposure of my
business by being involved in the
Stewardship Programme.
By participating in the Stewardship
Programme I feel less lonely.

I am emotionally connected to the land
that I enrolled in the Stewardship
Programme.
The land enrolled in the Stewardship
Programme I feel is a part of who I am.
I participate in the Stewardship
Programme to receive assistance in the
management of invasive species and fire
prevention.
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Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I can increase the exposure of my
business by being involved in the
Stewardship Programme.

12 (cont.) Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement by marking the appropriate
box with a .
Being involved in the Stewardship
Programme helps me to develop
knowledge and skills for better
conserving nature on my land.
I can help protect nature and it is
important to me to do so.

My expectations and those of the
Stewardship Programme are aligned.
Spending time with an extension officer is
an important reason why I enrolled in the
Stewardship Programme.
I feel good from participating in a
programme that protects nature.

The Stewardship Programme might help
make my business more profitable.
My self-esteem increases as a result of
my involvement in the Stewardship
Programme.
I can learn more about the Cape’s unique
plant and animal species by participating
in the Stewardship Programme.
Participating in the Stewardship
Programme is a good escape from my
troubles.
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My land and business can be marketed
more effectively through my involvement
in the Stewardship Programme.
The Stewardship Programme offers me a
chance to protect an area I am attached
to.

12 (cont.) Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement by marking the appropriate box
with a .
Strongly
Agree

Agree

I participate in the Stewardship
Programme to have regular access to an
extension officer.
My friends place a high value on
protecting the environment

Protecting nature is an important activity
to people I am close with.
I enrolled in the Stewardship Programme
to alleviate the amount I pay in property
taxes.
The Stewardship Programme allows me
to preserve land which I feel a connection
to.
There are no impediments to
maintaining my agreement with the
Stewardship Programme.
The people I know best believe it is
important to actively work to protect the
environment.
The social opportunities provided by the
Stewardship Programme are important to
me.
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Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

The Stewardship Programme adds
financial value to my property.
I am able to meet my Stewardship
obligations over next 12 months.
Together the Stewardship Programme
and I can achieve our mutual aims.

12 (cont.) Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement by marking the appropriate
box with a .
Strongly
Agree

Agree

People I am close to support my decision
to be in the Stewardship Programme.
By participating in the Stewardship
Programme I am part of something larger
than myself.
How I manage my land is not entirely up
to me.
Enrolling my land into the Stewardship
Programme allows for the improved
development of my business.
By participating in the Stewardship
Programme I feel important because of
the special value placed on my land.
The Stewardship Programme helps me
preserve land I feel strongly tied to.

I feel it is important to protect the
Western Cape Region’s nature.
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Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I am concerned about the loss of unique
Cape plants and animals.

The Stewardship Programme and I have
goals in common.

I feel saddened by the destruction of
nature.

12 (cont.) Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement by marking the appropriate
box with a .
Strongly
Agree

Agree

I enjoy participating in the Stewardship
Programme because it allows me a new
perspective of things.
My friends are in the Stewardship
Programme.
I have learned things about myself I
didn’t previously know by participating in
the Stewardship Programme.
I enjoy being a part of the Stewardship
Programme because it helps me to learn
about the nature on my land.
Factors beyond my control determine my
ability to meet my obligations to the
Stewardship Programme.
The Stewardship Programme lets me
learn about nature and how best to
manage it.
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Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I feel it is important to receive
recognition for my work in the
Stewardship Programme.
The Stewardship Programme helps me
work through my own personal
problems.
I enjoy being a participant of the
Stewardship Programme.
Participating in the Stewardship
Programme relieves me of the guilt
associated with environmental problems.

12 (cont.) Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement by marking the appropriate
box with a .
Strongly
Agree

Agree

I am not capable of maintaining my
agreement with the Stewardship
Progamme.
The Stewardship Programme is a way to
make new friends who are also land
managers.
I enjoy the chance to build a relationship
with an experienced extension officer.
I participate in the Stewardship
Programme because I look forward to the
social events.
I enrolled my land into the Stewardship
Programme for increased support from
an extension officer.
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Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

The income tax deductions offered by the
Stewardship Programme are an
important benefit to enrolling in the
Programme.
I am genuinely concerned about the
impacts of environmental degradation.
By participating in the Stewardship
Programme I can build my social
network.
Meeting with an extension officer is a
rewarding experience.
I participate in the Stewardship
Programme as it promotes my personal
development.

13. Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement by marking the appropriate box with
a . Please be as accurate and honest as possible so we can better understand the Stewardship
Programme.
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Nothing has impeded my ability to meet
the obligations to the Stewardship
Programme.
I have not been able to meet the
requirements to the Stewardship
Programme.
I have benefitted financially from the
incentives offered by the Stewardship
Programme.
The Stewardship Programme and I have
achieved our common goals.
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Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

My friends are pleased that I am involved
in the Stewardship Programme.
I have been able to learn more about
environmental issues since participating
in the Stewardship Programme.
My sense of achievement is higher since
enrolling my land in the stewardship
programme.
My actions result in the protection of
nature.

The Stewardship Programme and I work
well together.

My self-esteem is higher since enrolling
my land in the Stewardship Programme.

13 (cont.) Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement by marking the appropriate
box with a .
Strongly
Agree

Agree

I have a good relationship with my
Stewardship extension officer.
I feel a responsibility to protect nature,
and the Stewardship Programme has
provided me an opportunity to do this.
I can count on my Stewardship
Programme extension officer to provide
help if I need it.
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Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Participating in the Stewardship
Programme has meant the profitability of
the business associated with my land has
increased.
I have made good friends who are also
landowners since enrolling in the
Stewardship Programme.
Involvement in the Stewardship
Programme has helped me to deal with
some of the issues negatively affecting
my life.
I now understand more about threats to
South Africa’s plants and animals by
being involved in the Stewardship
Programme.
The people I know best understand why I
enrolled my land in the Stewardship
Programme.
By protecting nature on my land I am
doing something I strongly believe in.

My social network is larger since I
enrolled in the Stewardship Programme

13 (cont.) Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement by marking the appropriate
box with a .
Participating in the Stewardship
Programme has enabled me to position
my business more effectively.
The incentives I receive from the
Stewardship Programme have made my
participation worthwhile.

14. Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement by marking the appropriate box with
a . Please be as accurate and honest as possible so we can better understand the Stewardship
Programme and your intentions as a participant.
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Strongly
Agree

Agree

I am enjoying my experience with the
Stewardship Programme.

My experience with the Stewardship
Programme has been personally fulfilling.

The experience of the Stewardship
Programme has been positive.

By enrolling my land in the Stewardship
Programme I have been able to make an
important contribution to the protection
of nature.
I have accomplished a great deal of good
through my participation with the
Stewardship Programme.
I intend on leaving the Stewardship
Programme after my contract ends.
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Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

15. Please indicate your level of agreement with each statement by marking the appropriate box with a .

Please be as accurate and honest as possible so we can better understand the Stewardship
Programme and your intentions as a participant.
Strongly
Agree

Agree

At this time I intend to renew my
contract with the Stewardship
Programme after my contract is finished.
I am currently thinking of selling my land
after my Stewardship contract is finished.

I intend to pass my land onto my children
or other relatives including the portion
protected by the Stewardship
Programme.
I intend to sell my land and buy land in a
different area.

I intend to sell my land but purchase
additional land within the area.

I am currently thinking of subdividing my
land to sell in individual parcels.

In the future, I may consider subdividing
my land to sell in individual parcels.

I intend to sell my land in the next 5
years.

I intend to sell the portion of my land
that is enrolled in the Stewardship
Programme in the next 5 years.
I am currently thinking of selling my land
that is enrolled in the Stewardship
Programme.
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Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

16. Your Details

Please indicate by marking the box with an 

a. Please indicate your gender:

Male
Female
Prefer not to say

b. Please indicate your age group:

c. Please indicate the language spoken most often at
home:

20 or younger
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71 or older
Afrikaans
English
Xhosa
Zulu
Other

d. Please identify the qualifications you have completed:

Less than Matric
Matric
Diploma
First University Degree
Second University Degree
(Honours)
Postgraduate qualificationMasters
Postgraduate qualificationDoctorate
Postgraduate Diploma
Other
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e. Please indicate your annual household income. Please
use an estimate based on the total income for all members
contributing directly to your household. (this information
will not be shared with any other individuals):

No Income
R50,000 or less
R50,001 – R200,000
R200,001 – R350,000
R350,001 – R500,000
R500,001 – R650,000
R650,001 – R800,000
R800,001 – R950,000
R950,001 – R1,100,000
R1,100,001 – R1,500,000
R1,501,001 – R2,000,000
R2,000,001 – R2,500,000
R2,500,001 – R3,000,000
R3,000,001 or more
Prefer not to answer

Thank you for your participation. If you have additional comments about the CapeNature Biodiversity
Stewardship Programme or this questionnaire please write below.

Finished. Thank you again for participating.

Appendix II Afrikaans Questionnaire
Die CapeNature Biodiversiteit-Voogdyskapprogram Opname
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Hierdie vraelys vorm deel van ŉ breër inisiatief om beter te kan verstaan hoe lede van die CapeNature
biodiversiteit-voogdyskapprogram (Biodiversity Stewardship Programme) hierdie program ervaar.
Hierby sal die inligting en resultate van hierdie vraelys gebruik word in twee Meestersprojekte wat die
effektiwitiet van privaatgrond bewaring bestudeer.
Die vraelys beoog om jou vlak van tevredenheid met die spesifieke program te bepaal, sodat hierdie
program beter in lyn gebring kan word met die doelwitte van beide CapeNature en jouself. Hierdie
vraelys word tans gesirkuleer onder potensiële en reeds deelnemende grondeienaars wat in
Bewaringsareas, Biodiversiteits Ooreenkomste, of Kontrak Natuurreservaat Programme geregistreer is.
Hierdie opname is vrywillig. Terwyl daar wel grootliks na jou opinie gesoek word, kan jy enige spesifieke
vraag waarmee jy nie gemaklik voel nie, onbeantwoord laat (oop los). Die resultate van hierdie opname
is streng vertroulik, en jou anonimiteit word gewaarborg. Slegs die volgende persone sal toegang hê tot
individuele opnames: Kerry Purnell van CapeNature, Jan Coetzee van Rhodes Universiteit, Matthew
Selinske van Imperial College London, en Andrew Knight (voorheen van Stellenbosch Universiteit) ook
van Imperial College London. Jou antwoorde sal ook nie jou verhouding met CapeNature affekteer nie.
ŉ Opsomming van die resultate van hierdie opnames sal aan jou beskikbaar gestel word teen die einde
van 2013. Dit sal sorg dat jy ook ingelig kan bly oor hierdie navorsing. Die resultate sal nie individuele
grondeienaars identifiseer nie.
Instruksies
1. Jy kan óf hierdie gedrukte vraelys (harde kopie) invul, of jy kan ŉ elektroniese weergawe invul
wat aanlyn verkry kan word deur gebruik te maak van die skakel wat vir jou aangestuur is deur
epos. Voel vry om enige van hierdie twee opsies te gebruik – wat ook al jy gemaklik vind.
Onthou asseblief om slegs een tipe vraelys in te vul – óf die gedrukte weergawe, óf die digitale
aanlyn weergawe.
2. Beantwoord asseblief alle vrae so volledig as moontlik. Baie van die vrae vra ook slegs vir die
merk () van ŉ blokkie; indien jy wel wil uitbrei op jou antwoorde van sulke tipe vrae, word jy
versoek om dit te doen aan die einde van die vraelys waar skryfspasie voorsien word.
3. Indien jy die gedrukte weergawe van die vraelys invul, stuur dit asseblief terug deur gebruik te
maak van die gestempelde self-geadresseerde koevert wat verskaf is. Indien jy die aanlyn
digitale weergawe voltooi het, sal jou antwoorde onmiddelik na die navorser aangestuur word.
Vir die wat wel die aanlyn weergawe voltooi, vra die navorsingspan asseblief dat die gedrukte
weergawe sowel as die koevert herwin (recycle) word, indien enigsins moontlik.
4. Hierdie vraelys soek spesifiek terugvoer van die CapeNature Biodiversiteits-voogdyskapprogram
(wat ons van nou af na sal verwys as die Voogdyskapprogram). Dit sluit wel programme soos
Natuurreservate, Biodiversiteits Ooreenkomste, en Bewaringsareas in.
Indien daar enige vrae is, is jy meer as welkom om vir Jan Coetzee (jccoetzee069@gmail.com) of Andrew
Knight (andrew.knight1@imperial.ac.uk) per e-pos te kontak.
Vanaf die navorsingspan, en CapeNature, byvoorbaat dankie vir jou bydrae.
Jan Coetzee
&
Matthew Selinske
MSc Kandidaat
MSc Kandidaat
Rhodes Universiteit
Imperial College London

Agtergrond Inligting
1. Ongeveer hoe lank al besit u familie die eiendom wat
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Minder as 5 jaar

geregistreer is vir die CapeNature BiodiversiteitsVoogdyskapprogram?

Spesifiseer jou antwoord deur die gepaste blokkie te
merk met ŉ regmerkie ().

Tussen 5 en 20 jaar
Langer as 20 jaar
2 generasies
3 of meer generasies

2. Wat is u hoof beroep?

3. Rangskik asseblief al die kommersiële aktiwiteite wat op Kleinvee boerdery (bv. bokke,
jou eiendom plaasvindonderneem, waar 1 die mees
skape, angora)
belangrikste aktiwiteit voorstel.
Beesboerdery
Wildsboerdery (ranching)
Wyndrywe
Ander vrugte
Graanverbouing
Eko-toerisme (bv. wildkyk,
staptogte, voëlkyk)
Jag
Ander
4. Is u hoofbron van inkomste afkomstig van aktiwiteite op
eiendom(me) geregistreer in die Voogdyskapprogram?

Ja
Nee

5. Besit u enige ander grond/land afgesien van dié wat
geregistreer is in die Voogdyskapprogram?

Ja
Nee

6a. Woon u op grond/land wat geregistreer is in die
Voogdyskapprogram? Indien Ja, gaan asseblief na Vraag 7.
Indien Nee, gaan asseblief voort met vrae 6b en 6c.

Ja
Nee

6b. Gemiddeld, hoeveel weke, spandeer u op die
Voogdyskapprogram eiendom gedurende ŉ jaar?
Week/Weke
6c. Hoeveel weke het u op die Voogdyskapprogram
eiendom spandeer tydens 2012?
Week/Weke

7. Spesifiseer of u grootgeword het in ŉ landelike of
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Landelik

stedelike omgewing.
Stedelik
Onbekend
8. Wat is u lantermyn doelwitte vir die eiendom?

9. Is u huidiglik ŉ lid van enige boerdery of landbestuur organisasies? Insluitend holistiese bestuur
groepe, studie groepe, bewareas, brandbestuur groepe, of enige ander groep. Indien wel, lys hulle
asseblief.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
10. Is u ŉ lid van enige spesifieke omgewings- of bewaringsorganisasies, byvoorbeeld, die Botanical
Society of South Africa, die Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa (WESSA), Conservation at
Work of enige ander groep? Indien wel, lys hulle asseblief.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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11. Die volgende vrae het betrekking tot die CapeNature Biodiversiteit-Voogdyskapprogram en u
verhouding met die program. Wees asseblief so duidelik moontlik om te verseker dat u opinies en
sienings goed verstaan sal word.
a. By wie of hoe het u eerste gehoor van die CapeNature
Buurman
Biodiversiteit-Voogdyskapprogram? Spesifiseer u
Vriend, maar nie ŉ buurman
antwoord deur die gepaste blokkie te merk met ŉ

regmerkie ().

Werkskollega
Familielid
CapeNature Verteenwoordiger
Literatuur
CapeNature Webwerf
Ander

b. Lys asseblief u redes vir deelname aan die CapeNature Biodiversiteit-Voogdyskapprogram. Lys hierdie
redes asseblief in orde van belangrikheid, waar 1 die belangrikste rede voorstel:
1.

2.

3.

4.
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c. Voel u u word bevoordeel deur betrokke te wees in die Voogdyskapprogram?

d. Het u enige voorstelle oor hoe die Voogdyskapprogram verbeter kan word?
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e. Wat glo u is u rolle (funksies) en verantwoordelikhede in die Voogdyskapprogram?

f. Voel u dat die Voogdyskapprogram goed of swak georganiseer is? motiveer u antwoord.

g. Wat s u mening oor die hoeveelheid tyd en uitgawes wat u bydra tot die bestuur van u grond met
betrekking tot indringerspesies soos uiteengesit in u ooreenkoms met CapeNature?

h. Wat is u mening oor die Voogdyskapprogram aansporings (m.a.w. inkomstebelasting aftrekkings,
eiendomsbelasting uitsonderings, voorligtingbeampte ondersteuning, tegniese bestuursadvies ,
befondsing vir bestuursaktiwiteite, sosiale geleenthede, toekennings, en erkenning)?
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i. Voel u daar is Voogdyskapprogram aansporings wat nie werk nie en verbetering kort?

j. Is daar enige iets anders wat u graag sal wil hê moet ingesluit wees in die Voogdyskapprogram wat u
ervaring met die program sal verbeter? Motiveer u antwoord.

k. Hoe voel jy oor jou vermoë of kapasiteit om die Voogdyskapprogram se vereistes te bereik (m.a.w.
indringer plantbeheer, erosie werk, voetpaaie, en brandbelde/brandbestuur)?

l. Hoe voel u oor die tydsduur van u kontrak (m.a.w. die aantal jare ooreengekom)?
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m. Indien u vandag u eiendom sou her-registreer in die
Voogdyskapprogram, sou u die aantal grond ingesluit in die program
vermeerder, verminder, dieselfde hou, of totaal onttrek? Spesifiseer

jou antwoord deur die gepaste blokkie te merk met ŉ regmerkie
().

Alle grond onttrek
Die hoeveelheid
grond verminder
Dieselfde
hoeveelheid grond
hou
Meer grond insluit

n. Hoe voel uoor die aantal kere per jaar wat u kontak met ander Voogdyskapprogram deelnemers het,
asook die tydsduur van hierdie geleenthede?

o. Indien jy ŉ CapeNature funksie in die laaste 12 maande bygewoon het,
hoeveel het jy bygewoon? Spesifiseer jou antwoord deur die

0

gepaste blokkie te merk met ŉ regmerkie ().

1
2-3
4-5
6-10
Meer as 10

p. Hoe voel jy oor die durasie en aantal kere per jaar wat jy kontak het met ŉ CapeNature
Verteenwoordiger (bv. voorligting personeel, programbestuurders, of enige ander CapeNature
personeel)?
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q. Hoe voel jy oor die inligting verskaf deur jou CapeNature Verteenwoordiger (bv., is die inhoud betyds
beskikbaar en toepaslik tot die bestuur van jou land)?

r. Watter aantal besoeke deur ŉ CapeNature voorligtingsbeampte sou
jy verkies? Spesifiseer jou antwoord deur die gepaste blokkie te

merk met ŉ .

Geen
1 besoek per jaar
3 besoeke per jaar
6 besoeke per jaar
8 besoeke per jaar

s. Sal jy ŉ langer kontrak teken indien jou verkose aantal besoeke per
jaar verwesenlik word?

Ja

t. Indien ja, vir hoeveel jaar sal jy teken?

10 jaar

Nee
30 jaar
60 jaar
Vir altyd

u. Hoe voel u oor die voorwaardes van u ooreenkoms met CapeNature met betrekking tot die
grondgebruik aktiwiteite wat toegelaat of nie toegelaat word nie?
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v. Sal u ŉ langer kontrak teken indien beperkte ontwikkelingsregte
toegelaat word op u eiendom wat geregistreer is in die
Voogdyskapprogram?
w. Indien ja, vir hoeveel jaar sal u teken?

Ja
Nee

10 Jaar
30 Jaar
60 Jaar
Vir altyd
x. Indien beperkte ontwikkelingsregte op jou eiendom toegelaat word, hoe sal u die eiendom ontwikkel?

y. Is daar enige ander kommentaar met betrekking tot hoe jy voel oor die Voogdyskapprogram?
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Lees asseblief die onderstaande verduideliking voor u voortgaan met die volgende sessie.
Dankie vir die voltooi van die vorige sessie asook u deelname aan die Voogdyskap Program. U is nou
halfpad deur die vraelys.
Die volgende stel vrae fokus meer op die persoonlike aspekte soos waarom persone deelneem aan die
Voogdyskap program. Deur u grond beskikbaar te stel vir die Voogdyskap Program maak u ‘n
persoonlike besluit as gevolg van verskeie redes. Dit is belangrik om hierdie redes te identifiseer om
CapeNature asook ander voogdyskap programme te help om die verwagtings van grondeienaars in die
program te verstaan asook om ‘n langtermyn vennootskap te sluit. Sommige van die vrae kan persoonlik
voorkom of selfs vreemd bewoord wees en selfs herhaal word , maar antwoord almal asseblief tot die
beste van u vermoë. Al die vrae het ‘n spesifieke doel as deel van die vraelys en sal die studie help asook
die Voogdyskap Program.
Baie Dankie.

12. Deur gebruik te maak van die 5 punt Lickert-skaal skaal hieronder, dui asseblief met ’n regmerkie () u
persoonlike gevoel ten opsigte van die volgende aan: Wees asseblief so akkuraat en eerlik as moontlik sodat die
Voogdyskapprogram beter verstaan kan word.
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

Die mense wat ek ken glo dat dit
belangrik is om aktief te werk te gaan om
die omgewing te beskerm.
Die Voogdyskapprogram laat my toe om
my sosiale netwerk uit te bou.

Deelname aan die Voogdyskapprogram is
ŉ goeie ontvlugting van my probleme.
Deur betrokke te wees by die
Voogdyskapprogram help my om my
kennis en vaardighede te ontwikkel vir
verbeterde natuurbewaring op my land.
My selfvertroue vermeerder as gevolg
van my betrokkenheid met die
Voogdyskapprogram.
My vriende heg hoë waarde aan
omgewingsbewaring.
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Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

12 (cont.) Dui asseblief jou vlak van ooreenstemming met elke stelling aan deur die gepaste blokkie te merk
met ŉ regmerkie ().
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

Ek is werklikwaar bekommerd oor die
impakte van omgewingsagteruitgang.

Ek voel hartseer oor die vernietiging van
die natuur.

Die sosiale geleenthede verskaf deur die
Voogdyskapprogram is vir my belangrik.
Ek neem deel aan die
Voogdyskapprogram omdat ek uitsien na
die sosiale gebeurtenisse.
Ek is emosioneel geheg aan die eiedom in
die Voogdyskap Program.
Ek neem deel aan die
Voogdyskapprogram om bystand te kry
vir die bestuur van indringerspesies en
brandvoorkoming.
Om tyd te spandeer met ŉ
voorligtingsbeampte is ŉ belangrike rede
waarom ek vir die Voogdyskapprogram
geregistreer het.
Daar is geen struikelblokke wat my
verhoed om my ooreenkoms met die
Voogdyskapprogram te onderhou nie.
Natuurbeskerming is ŉ belangrike
aktiwiteit vir die mense met wie ek ŉ
noue verband het.
Ek is bekommerd oor die verlies van
unieke Kaapse plante en diere.
Registrasie van my grond in die
Voogdyskapprogram gee toe tot die
gevorderde ontwikkeling van my
besigheid.
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Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

12 (cont.) Dui asseblief jou vlak van ooreenstemming met elke stelling aan deur die gepaste blokkie te merk
met ŉ regmerkie ().
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

Ek sal voldoen aan my
Voogdyskapprogram verpligtinge oor die
volgende 12 maande.
Ek kan meer leer oor die Kaapse unieke
plante en diere spesies deur deel te neem
aan die Voogdyskapprogram.
Ek geniet die om aan die
Voogdyskapprogram deel te neem,
omdat dit my toelaat om ŉ nuwe
perspektief oor dinge te ontwikkel.
Ek kan blootstelling aan my besigheid
vermeerder deur betrokke te wees by die
Voogdyskapprogram.
Ek voel goed om deel te wees van ŉ
program wat die natuur beskerm.
Saam kan ek en die Voogdyskapprogram
ons gemeenskaplike mikpunte/doelwitte
bereik.
Ek het dinge oor myself geleer waarvan
ek nie voorheen geweet het nie deur deel
te neem aan die Voogdyskapprogram.
Die Voogdyskapprogram is ŉ manier om
nuwe vriende, wat ook grondbestuurders
is, te maak.
Om ŉ voorligtingsbeampte te ontmoet is
ŉ bevredigende ervaring.
Ek is nie in staat om my ooreenkoms met
die Voogdyskapprogram te volhou nie.
Ek sal voldoen aan my
Voogdyskapprogram verpligtinge oor die
volgende 12 maande.
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Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

12 (cont.) Dui asseblief jou vlak van ooreenstemming met elke stelling aan deur die gepaste blokkie te merk
met ŉ regmerkie ().
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

Ek kan help om die natuur te bewaar en
dit is belangrik vir my om dit te doen.
Ek neem deel aan die
Voogdyskapprogram omdat dit my
persoonlike ontwikkeling bevorder.
Die Voogdyskapprogram help my om my
persoonlike probleme te verwerk.

Ek geniet dit om ŉ deelnemer te wees
van die Voogdyskap Program.

My vriende is in die Voogdyskapprogram.

Die Voogdyskapprogram dra finansiële
waarde tot my eiendom by.
Die mense met wie ek ŉ noue band het
ondersteun my besluit om aan die
Voogdyskapprogram deel te neem.
Hoe ek my grond bestuur is nie heeltemal
my eie doening nie.

Die Voogdyskapprogram kan help om my
besigheid meer winsgewend te maak.
Ek het vir die Voogdyskapprogram
geregistreer om my grond van
eiendomsbelasting uit te sluit.
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Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

12 (cont.) Dui asseblief jou vlak van ooreenstemming met elke stelling aan deur die gepaste blokkie te merk
met ŉ regmerkie ().
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

My verwagtinge is in lyn met dié van die
Voogdyskapprogram.

Ek voel die eiendom in die Voogdyskap
Program is deel van wie ek is.
Ek voel dit is belangrik om erkenning te
ontvang vir my werk in die
Voogdyskapprogram.
Ek voel dit is belangrik om die WesKaapse natuur te beskerm.
Deur deel te neem aan die
Voogdyskapprogram word ek deel van
iets groter as myself.
Ek geniet die kans om ŉ goeie verhouding
te bou met ŉ ervare voorligtingsbeampte.
Ek het vir die Voogdyskapprogram
geregistreer om voordeel te trek uit die
inkomstebelasting aftrekkings wat
aangebied word.
Die Voogdyskap Program gee aan my die
geleentheid om ‘n area waaraan ek geheg
is te beskerm.
Deelname aan die Voogdyskapprogram
verlig my skuldgevoelens teenoor
omgewingsprobleme.
Deur deel te neem aan die
Voogdyskapprogram voel ek minder
eensaam.
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Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

12 (cont.) Dui asseblief jou vlak van ooreenstemming met elke stelling aan deur die gepaste blokkie te merk
met ŉ regmerkie ().
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

Die Voogdyskap Program laat my toe om
n gedeelte te bewaar waarmee ek n
verbintenis het.
Die Voogdyskapprogram laat my toe om
te leer van die natuur en hoe om dit die
beste te bestuur.
Ek het my grond geregistreer in die
Voogdyskapprogram om meer
ondersteuning van ŉ
voorligtingsbeampte te ontvang.
Ek geniet dit om deel te neem aan die
Voogdyskapprogram omdat dit my help
om te leer van die natuurlewe op my
land.
Ek neem deel aan die
Voogdyskapprogram om gereelde
toegang tot ŉ voorligtingsbeampte te hê.
Ek en die Voogdyskapprogram het
gemene doelstellings .
Faktore buite my beheer bepaal my
vermoë om te voldoen aan my
verpligtinge teenoor die
Voogdyskapprogram.
Die Voogdyskap Program help my om
grond te bewaar waarmee ek sterk bande
het.
My grond en my besigheid kan meer
effektief bemark word deur my
betrokkenheid by die
Voogdyskapprogram.
Deur deel te neem aan die
Voogdyskapprogram voel ek belangrik
want daar is spesiale waarde gekoppel
aan my grond.
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Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

13. Dui asseblief jou vlak van ooreenstemming met elke stelling aan deur die gepaste blokkie te merk met ŉ
regmerkie ().
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

Die aansporings wat ek van die
Voogdyskapprogram ontvang het het my
deelname die moeite werd gemaak.
Ek het meer geleer oor omgewingsake
vandat ek deelgeneem het aan die
Voogdyskapprogram.
Ek het finasieel gebaat by die aansporings
wat die Voogdyskapprogram aangebied
het.
Deelname aan die Voogdyskapprogram
het my in staat gestel om my besigheid
meer effektief te posisioneer.
Betrokkenheid by die
Voogdyskapprogram het my gehelp om
sekere probleme wat my lewe negatief
affekteer te verwerk.
My aksies lei tot die beskerming van die
natuur.
Niks het my vermoë verhoed om my
verpligtinge teenoor die
Voogdyskapprogram na te kom nie.
Deelname aan die Voogdyskapprogram
het beteken dat die winsgewendheid van
die besigheid gekoppel aan my grond
vermeerder het.
Ek en die Voogdyskapprogram werk goed
saam.
Die mense wat ek ken verstaan die beste
hoekom ek my grond in die
Voogdyskapprogram geregistreer het.
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Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

13 (cont.) Dui asseblief jou vlak van ooreenstemming met elke stelling aan deur die gepaste blokkie te merk
met ŉ regmerkie ().
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

Ek verstaan nou meer oor die bedreigings
teenoor Suid-Afrika se plante en diere
deur betrokke te wees by die
Voogdyskapprogram.
Ek het ŉ goeie verhouding met my
Voogdyskapprogram
voorligtingsbeampte.
My sosiale netwerk is groter vandat ek
my grond in die Voogdyskapprogram
geregistreer het.
Ek kan staat maak op my
Voogdyskapprogram
voorligtingsbeampte om hulp te verleen
wanneer ek dit benodig.
Ek kon nog nie die vereistes teenoor die
Voogdyskapprogram na kom nie.
Ek het goeie vriende gemaak wie ook
grondeienaars is vandat ek my grond in
die Voogdyskapprogram geregistreer het.
My selfvertroue is hoër vandat ek my
grond in die Voogdyskapprogram
geregistreer het.
My gevoel van prestasie is hoër vandat ek
my grond in die Voogdyskapprogram
geregistreer het.
Ek en die Voogdyskapprogram het ons
gemeenskaplike mikpunte bereik.

My vriende is bly dat ek betrokke is by
die Voogdyskapprogram.
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Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

13 (cont.) Dui asseblief jou vlak van ooreenstemming met elke stelling aan deur die gepaste blokkie te merk
met ŉ regmerkie ().
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

Deur die natuur op my grond te beskerm
voel ek ek doen iets waaraan ek sterk glo.
Ek voel ŉ verantwoordelikheid om die
natuur te beskerm, en die
Voogdyskapprogram het my ŉ
geleentheid gebied om dit te kan doen.

14. Dui asseblief jou vlak van ooreenstemming met elke stelling aan deur die gepaste blokkie te merk met ŉ
regmerkie ().
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

Ek geniet my ervaring met die
Voogdyskapprogram.

My ervaring met die Voogdyskapprogram
het my persoonlik vervul.

Die Voogdyskapprogram ervaring is
positief.
Deur geregistreer te wees vir die
Voogdyskapprogram het my in staat
gestel om ŉ belangrike bydrae te maak
tot natuurbeskerming.
Ek het vele positiewe goed bereik deur
my deelname aan die
Voogdyskapprogram.
Ek beplan om die Voogdyskapprogram te
verlaat sodra my kontrak verstryk.
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Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

15. Dui asseblief jou vlak van ooreenstemming met elke stelling aan deur die gepaste blokkie te merk met ŉ
regmerkie ().
Stem
Heelhartig
Saam

Stem
Saam

Op diè stadium beoog ek om my kontrak
met die Voogdyskapprogram te hernu
sodra my huidige kontrak verstryk.
Ek dink op die oomblik daaraan om my
grond te verkoop sodra my Voogdyskap
kontrak eindig.
Ek beoog om my grond oor te dra aan my
kinders of ander familie, insluitende die
gedeelte wat beskerm word deur die
Voogdyskapprogram.
Ek beoog om my grond te verkoop en om
grond in ŉ ander area te koop.
Ek beoog om my grond te verkoop, maar
om addisionele grond in dieselfde area te
koop.
Ek dink huidiglik daaraan om my grond te
onderverdeel in individuele gedeeltes.
Ek mag in die toekoms daaraan dink om
my grond te onderverdeel in individuele
gedeeltes.
Ek beoog om my grond binne die
volgende 5 jaar te verkoop.
Ek beoog om die gedeelte van my land
wat geregistreer is vir die
Voogdyskapprogram binne die volgende
5 jaar te verkoop.
Ek dink huidiglik daaraan om my grond
wat geregistreer is vir die
Voogdyskapprogram te verkoop.
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Onseker

Verskil

Verskil
Sterk

16. Jou Besonderhede

Spesifiseer deur die blokkie te merk met ŉ regmerkie ()

a. Geslag:

Manlik
Vroulik
Verkies om nie te spesifiseer

b. Ouderdomsgroep:

20 of jonger
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71 of ouer
Afrikaans

c. Huistaal:

Engels
Xhosa
Zulu
Ander
d. Kwalifikasies verwerf:

Minder as matriek
Matriek
Diploma
Eerste Universiteitsgraad
Tweede Universiteitsgraad
(Honeurs)
Nagraadse kwalifikasie- Meesters
Nagraadse kwalifikasie –
Doktoraal
Nagraadse Diploma
Ander
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e. Spesifiseer asseblief u jaarlikse huishoudelike inkomste.
Gebruik ŉ beraming gebaseer op die totale inkomste vir
alle lede wat direk tot u huishouding bydra (hierdie
inligting sal nie aan ander individue nie bekend gemaak
word nie):

Geen Inkomste
R50,000 of minder
R50,001 – R200,000
R200,001 – R350,000
R350,001 – R500,000
R500,001 – R650,000
R650,001 – R800,000
R800,001 – R950,000
R950,001 – R1,100,000
R1,100,001 – R1,500,000
R1,501,001 – R2,000,000
R2,000,001 – R2,500,000
R2,500,001 – R3,000,000
R3,000,001 of meer
Verkies om nie te antwoord

Dankie vir u deelname. Indien u enige addisionele kommentaar oor die CapeNature BiodiversiteitVoogdyskapprogram, óf hierdie vraelys het, skryf dit asseblief hieronder neer.

Einde van opname. Nogmaals baie dankie vir u deelname.
Inidien jy meer inligting soek oor die CapeNature Biodiversiteit-Voogdyskapprogram, besoek gerus die
CapeNature webwerf by www.capenature.co.za
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Appendix III Motivation means by owner and items mean value

Landowner

Value (Environment)

Understanding

Ego Enhancement

Ego Enhancement
(Social Network)

Social Pressure

Ego Protection

Business

Stewardship Extension

Stewardship
Organization

Stewardship Incentive

Place Attachment

Table 1 Function Motivations by Landowner

CN 1
CN 2
CN 3
CN 4
CN 5
CN 6
CN 7
CN 8
CN 9
CN 10
CN 11
CN 12
CN 13
CN 14
CN 15
CN 16
CN 17
CN 18
CN 19
CN 20
CN 21
CN 22
CN 23
CN 24
CN 25
CN 26
CN 27
CN 29
CN 30
CN 31
CN 32
CN 33
CN 34
CN 35
Total

5
4.8
5
5
4.2
5
4.2
5
4.6
4.8
4.8
5
4
5
4.2
4
4.8
5
4
5
5
5
4.8
4
4.4
4.8
5
4.4
5
4.6
4
5
3.8
4.2
4.63

4.8
3.6
4
4.8
3.4
3.4
4
3.6
4
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
4.8
3.8
3.8
4
4.4
3.8
4.2
4.2
4.6
4.8
4
3.8
4
4.6
3.6
4
3.8
4
4
3.4
4
4.01

4.25
3.75
3.75
4
3.75
3.75
3.5
3.75
3.75
4
4.25
3.5
3.75
3.5
3.75
3.5
4.25
4
3.5
4
3.75
4.5
4.5
3.75
4.25
1.75
3.75
2.25
3.5
3
3.5
4
2.5
3
3.65

3.75
3.5
4
4
4
3.25
3.75
4.25
4
3.75
4.5
3.25
4
4.25
4
4.25
4.25
3.5
3.25
3.75
4
4.5
4.25
3
4.25
2.5
3.75
2.25
3.5
2
3
4.25
2.75
3.25
3.66

4.6
4.6
4
4.6
4.2
4.2
3.4
4.4
4
4.6
4
4.2
4
4.8
3.8
4
4.2
3.6
3.8
4.4
3.8
4.2
4.6
4
4
3.6
3.4
3.4
3.6
4.2
4
3.8
4.2
3.6
4.05

4
5
4
4.4
4.4
4.8
4
4
4.6
3.8
4.4
4.2
4.4
3.6
3.8
4.8
4.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
4
4.6
4.2
3.8
4
2
4
2.4
3.2
2.8
3.33
3.6
3
3
3.89

3
4.2
3.8
4.2
4.2
3.6
3.6
4
4.2
4
4.6
3.6
3.4
4.2
3.6
3.2
4.6
4
3
3.6
3
4.6
3.8
3.2
4.4
2.6
4.4
3.8
4
1
3
3.8
3.6
3.6
3.69

4.2
4
3.8
4.2
3.8
3.8
3.8
3
3.8
4
5
4
3.4
4.4
4
3.2
4.25
4
3.4
4.2
3.2
4
4
3.6
4.2
1
4.2
2.8
4
3.2
4
4.2
3
4.2
3.76

4.8
4
4.2
4.4
3.6
3.2
4.4
4.8
4
3.2
3.8
4
3.8
4.6
3.8
3.8
4
4.6
4
4.6
3.8
4.6
4.6
4
3.8
3.8
4.6
3.8
4
4
4
4.6
3
3.8
4.06

3.75
4.5
4
4
3.5
3
3.75
4
4
3.75
4.75
4
4.25
3.75
3.5
3.75
3.75
4.5
4
4
3.5
5
4.25
3.75
4
2.25
4.25
1.5
3
2.25
2.67
4.5
2.75
4.5
3.73

4.8
5
4.2
5
4
5
4.2
4.6
4.4
4.8
4.6
4.4
3.6
5
4
3.8
4.4
5
3.8
5
3.8
5
5
4
4.2
4.6
4.4
3.4
4.4
5
4.33
4.6
3.4
4
4.40
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Landowner

Value (Environment)
Outcome

Understanding
Outcome

Ego Enhancement
Outcome

Ego Enhancement
(Social Network)
Outcome

Social Pressure
Outcome

Ego Protection
Outcome

Business
Outcome

Stewardship Extension
Outcome

Stewardship
Organization
Outcome

Stewardship Incentive
Outcome

Table 2 Motivation Outcomes by Landowner

CN 1
CN 2
CN 3
CN 4
CN 5
CN 6
CN 7
CN 8
CN 9
CN 10
CN 11
CN 12
CN 13
CN 14
CN 15
CN 16
CN 17
CN 18
CN 19
CN 20
CN 21
CN 22
CN 23
CN 24
CN 25
CN 26
CN 27
CN 29
CN 30
CN 31
CN 32
CN 33
CN 34
CN 35
Total

5
4
4.5
4.5
4
5
4
5
5
4.5
4.5
4
4
5
4
4.5
4.5
4.5
4
4.5
4.5
5
5
4
4
5
4
4
5
4.5
4
5
3.5
4
4.43

4.5
3.5
3.5
4.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
4
4
4.5
4
4
4
4.5
3.5
4
4.5
3.5
3.5
4
4
4
4.5
4
4
3
5
3
4
3.5
4
4.5
3.5
4
3.92

3.5
3.5
4
4
4
3
4
4
3.5
4
5
3.5
4
3.5
3.5
3
3.5
4
3.5
3.5
3
5
4
3.5
3.5
1
4.5
2.5
2.5
3
4
4
3.5
3.5
3.59

3.5
4.5
4
3.5
4
3.5
3
4
5
4
5
3
3.5
4
4
4.5
4.5
4
3
4
3.5
4.5
4.5
3.5
4.5
1
4
2
2.5
2
NA
3
2.5
3
3.61

4.5
4.5
4
4
3
3.5
3.5
4.5
3.5
4.5
3.5
4
4
4.5
3.5
3.5
4.5
3.5
4
4
3.5
4.5
4.5
3
4
3
4
3.5
3.5
3.5
4
4
2
3.5
3.79

4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4
4
4
4
3.5
4
5
4
4
4.5
4
4.5
5
4.5
4
4.5
4.5
5
4
3.5
4
2.5
4
3
3.5
3.5
4
4
3
3.5
4.04

3
4.5
4
3.5
4.5
3.5
3
3
4
3
5
3.5
4
3.5
4
3.5
4.5
4
3
3
3.5
5
4
3
4
1
4
3
3
1
NA
4
3.5
3.5
3.53

5
3.5
4
5
4.5
5
3.5
4
4.5
3
4
4
4
3.5
4
5
3.5
3.5
4
4
3.5
5
5
3
3.5
2.5
5
4
4
5
NA
4
3
3
4

4.5
4
4
4.5
4.5
4
3
3.5
3
3
3.5
4
4.5
3
3.5
4.5
4
3.5
4
4
3.5
4.5
4.5
4
3
3
4
3.5
3.5
3.5
NA
4
3
3.5
3.76

4
3
4
4
4.5
4
3.5
5
4.5
3
5
3
4.5
3
3.5
3.5
4.5
3
3
3
3.5
4
5
3
5
1.5
4
2.5
4
2
4
3
4.5
2
3.63

Table Satisfaction, Perceived Behavioural Control, and Willingness-to-Sell by
Landowner
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Landowner

Perceived Behavioural
Control

Perceived Behavioural
Control Outcome

Programme Satisfaction

Willingness -to -Sell

CN 1
CN 2
CN 3
CN 4
CN 5
CN 6
CN 7
CN 8
CN 9
CN 10
CN 11
CN 12
CN 13
CN 14
CN 15
CN 16
CN 17
CN 18
CN 19
CN 20
CN 21
CN 22
CN 23
CN 24
CN 25
CN 26
CN 27
CN 29
CN 30
CN 31
CN 32
CN 33
CN 34
CN 35
Total

4.6
4.2
4.2
4.2
3.6
4
4.2
4
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.6
4
4
3.6
4.2
4.4
3.8
3.4
4.6
3.8
5
3.6
3.8
3.8
3.8
4.2
3.8
3.6
4.4
4
3
3.4
3.2
3.905882

5
5
4
5
3.5
3.5
4
4
3.5
3.5
4.5
4.5
4
4
3
4.5
4.5
3.5
3.5
4
4
5
3.5
4
4
4
3.5
3
4
4.5
4
3
2.5
4.5
3.955882

5
4
4.17
4.33
3.5
3.17
4.83
4.17
3.5
3.33
3.83
4
3.67
4.33
3.83
4
4.166667
4.333333
3.833333
4
4.166667
4.833333
5
3.333333
3.333333
3.833333
4.333333
3.833333
4.142857
3.833333
3.75
4.142857
3.857143
4.142857
4.011968

1
1.67
1.89
1
2
1.12
2
2.56
1.11
2.67
1
1.22
2.11
2.11
1
1
1.333333
1.111111
1.777778
2.222222
2.333333
1
1
2.111111
2.555556
2.333333
1.888889
2.333333
2
1
2
1.888889
1.888889
2.111111
1.716095

Table. Mean score of individual items
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Motivational category and prompt
Values Function (Environmental)
I can help protect nature and it is
important to me to do so.
I am concerned about the loss of unique
Cape plants and animals.
I am genuinely concerned about the
impacts of environmental degradation.
I feel saddened by the destruction of
nature.
I feel it is important to protect the
Western Cape Region’s nature.
Understanding Function
I enjoy being a part of the Stewardship
Programme because it helps me to
learn about the nature on my land.
I enjoy participating in the Stewardship
Programme because it allows me a new
perspective of things.
I can learn more about the Cape’s
unique plant and animal species by
participating in the Stewardship
Programme.
The Stewardship Programme lets me
learn about nature and how best to
manage it.
Being involved in the Stewardship
Programme helps me to develop
knowledge and skills for better
conserving nature on my land.
Ego Enhancement Function
My self-esteem increases as a result of
my involvement in the Stewardship
Programme.
By participating in the Stewardship
Programme I feel important because of
the special value placed on my land.
I have learned things about myself I
didn’t previously know by participating
in the Stewardship Programme.
I participate in the Stewardship
Programme as it promotes my personal
development.
Ego Enhancement Function (Social
Networks)
The Stewardship Programme is a way
to make new friends who are also land
managers.
I participate in the Stewardship
Programme because I look forward to
the social events.
The social opportunities provided by

Mean
Score
4.705882
4.588235
4.558824
4.558824
4.735294

4.058824
3.969697

3.941176
4

4.088235

3.705882
3.666667
3.617647
3.636364

3.575758
3.705882
3.588235
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the Stewardship Programme are
important to me.
By participating in the Stewardship
Programme I can build my social
network.
Social (Pressure) Function
Protecting nature is an important
activity to people I am close with.
My friends are in the Stewardship
Programme.
People I am close to support my
decision to be in the Stewardship
Programme.
My friends place a high value on
protecting the environment
The people I know best believe it is
important to actively work to protect
the environment.
Ego Protection Function
I feel good from participating in a
programme that protects nature.
Participating in the Stewardship
Programme is a good escape from my
troubles.
By participating in the Stewardship
Programme I feel less lonely.
Participating in the Stewardship
Programme relieves me of the guilt
associated with environmental
problems.
The Stewardship Programme helps me
work through my own personal
problems.
Career (Business) Function
Enrolling my land into the Stewardship
Programme allows for the improved
development of my business.
I can increase the exposure of my
business by being involved in the
Stewardship Programme.
The Stewardship Programme adds
financial value to my property.
My land and business can be marketed
more effectively through my
involvement in the Stewardship
Programme.
The Stewardship Programme might
help make my business more profitable.
Extension Relationship Function
I enjoy the chance to build a
relationship with an experienced
extension officer.
Meeting with an extension officer is a

3.818182
4.205882
3.676471
4.176471
4.058824
4.147059
4.294118
3.969697
3.575758

3.852941
3.794118

3.787879
3.878788
3.5

3.787879
3.575758

3.941176
3.705882
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rewarding experience.
Spending time with an extension officer
is an important reason why I enrolled
in the Stewardship Programme.
I participate in the Stewardship
Programme to have regular access to an
extension officer.
I enrolled my land into the Stewardship
Programme for increased support from
an extension officer.
Stewardship Organisation Function
The Stewardship Programme and I
have goals in common.
By participating in the Stewardship
Programme I am part of something
larger than myself.
I enjoy being a participant of the
Stewardship Programme.
My expectations and those of the
Stewardship Programme are aligned.
Together the Stewardship Programme
and I can achieve our mutual aims.
Stewardship Incentives Function
I participate in the Stewardship
Programme to receive assistance in the
management of invasive species and
fire prevention.
I enrolled in the Stewardship
Programme to alleviate the amount I
pay in property taxes.
The income tax deductions offered by
the Stewardship Programme are an
important benefit to enrolling in the
Programme.
I feel it is important to receive
recognition for my work in the
Stewardship Programme.
Perceived Behavioural Control
Function
I am able to meet my Stewardship
obligations over next 12 months.
Factors beyond my control determine
my ability to meet my obligations to the
Stewardship Programme.
There are no impediments to
maintaining my agreement with the
Stewardship Programme.
How I manage my land is not entirely
up to me.
I am not capable of maintaining my
agreement with the Stewardship
Programme.
Place Attachment Function

3.727273
3.636364
3.75
4.176471
4.090909
4.029412
3.941176
4.060606

4.030303
3.647059

3.617647
3.647059

4.147059
3.5
3.941176
3.735294
4.205882
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The Stewardship Programme offers me
a chance to protect an area I am
attached to.
The land enrolled in the Stewardship
Programme I feel is a part of who I am.
The Stewardship Programme helps me
preserve land I feel strongly tied to.
I am emotionally connected to the land
that I enrolled in the Stewardship
Programme.
The Stewardship Programme allows me
to preserve land which I feel a
connection to.

4.470588
4.212121
4.470588
4.333333
4.529412

Motivational Outcome category and prompt

Mean
Score

By protecting nature on my land I am doing
something I strongly believe in.
My actions result in the protection of nature.
I now understand more about threats to South
Africa’s plants and animals by being involved in
the Stewardship Programme.
I have been able to learn more about
environmental issues since participating in the
Stewardship Programme.
My self-esteem is higher since enrolling my land
in the Stewardship Programme.
My sense of achievement is higher since
enrolling my land in the stewardship
programme.
I have made good friends who are also
landowners since enrolling in the Stewardship
Programme.
My social network is larger since I enrolled in the
Stewardship Programme.
My friends are pleased that I am involved in the
Stewardship Programme.
The people I know best understand why I
enrolled my land in the Stewardship Programme.
Involvement in the Stewardship Programme has
helped me to deal with some of the issues
negatively affecting my life.
I feel a responsibility to protect nature, and the
Stewardship Programme has provided me an
opportunity to do this.
Participating in the Stewardship Programme has
meant the profitability of the business associated
with my land has increased.
Participating in the Stewardship Programme has
enabled me to position my business more
effectively.
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4.59375
4.264706
3.939394
3.911765
3.558824
3.606061
3.46875
3.6875
3.5
4.058824
3.705882
4.382353
3.454545
3.612903

I can count on my Stewardship Programme
extension officer to provide help if I need it.
I have a good relationship with my Stewardship
extension officer.
The Stewardship Programme and I work well
together.
The Stewardship Programme and I have
achieved our common goals.
I have benefitted financially from the incentives
offered by the Stewardship Programme.
The incentives I receive from the Stewardship
Programme have made my participation
worthwhile.
Nothing has impeded my ability to meet the
obligations to the Stewardship Programme.
I have not been able to meet the requirements to
the Stewardship Programme.

Satisfaction prompt
I am enjoying my experience with the
Stewardship Programme.
My experience with the Stewardship
Programme has been personally fulfilling.
The experience of the Stewardship
Programme has been positive.
By enrolling my land in the Stewardship
Programme I have been able to make an
important contribution to the protection
of nature.
I have accomplished a great deal of good
through my participation with the
Stewardship Programme.
I intend on leaving the Stewardship
Programme after my contract ends.
At this time I intend to renew my contract
with the Stewardship Programme after
my contract is finished.

Willingness-to-Sell Prompt
I am currently thinking of selling
my land after my Stewardship
contract is finished.
I intend to pass my land onto my
children or other relatives
including the portion protected by
the Stewardship Programme.
I intend to sell my land and buy
land in a different area.
I intend to sell my land but

3.96875
4.030303
4
3.545455
3.40625
3.794118
3.970588
3.939394

Mean Score
3.941176
3.818182
4.029412

4.272727
3.757576
4.264706
4

Mean Score
1.794118

1.676471
1.764706
1.911765
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purchase additional land within
the area.
I am currently thinking of
subdividing my land to sell in
individual parcels.
In the future, I may consider
subdividing my land to sell in
individual parcels.

I intend to sell my land in the
next 5 years.

I intend to sell the portion of my
land that is enrolled in the
Stewardship Programme in the
next 5 years.
I am currently thinking of selling
my land that is enrolled in the
Stewardship Programme.
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Appendix IV Cluster Plots
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